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Abstract
Arrays of free-standing metallic nanorods are promising candidates for sensors,
switches and spectroscopy. They have structure sizes much smaller than the wave-
length of visible light, feature a long-axis surface plasmonic resonance (LSPR) and
show metamaterial-like properties. This thesis provides a detailed investigation of
their linear optical properties and highlights some nonlinear optical aspects.
By means of graded structures having a tunable LSPR and three different the-
oretical models – a numerical multiple-multipole method (MMP) model, a semi-
analytic collective surface plasmon (CSP) model and an analytic dipolar interaction
model (DIM) – the optical properties were analyzed. Using the DIM, the experimen-
tally observed blueshift of the LSPR in comparison to a single nanorod is confirmed
and a physical explanation is provided. The LSPR strongly depends on the angle of
incidence and the rod diameter. However, for a varying length the changes are small
with the long-axis mode showing a lower energy limit. The detailed arrangement of
the nanorods and the azimuthal angle of the incoming light plays only a minor role
for small nanorod separations. Similarly, the dependence on the metal is the same
as for single particles, whereas the sensitivity to the surrounding dielectric is much
stronger than in the single-particle case.
For longer nanorods made of silver, angle-dependent higher-order modes are ob-
served and reproduced using MMP. The CSP model is applied and Fabry-Pe´rot-like
oscillations of the CSPs are found. The propagating nature of these modes leads
to the discovery that the p component of the transmitted light experiences a phase
jump and to the observation of polarization conversion inside the structures.
Negative refraction is found in nanorod arrays; it is revealed that a negative energy
flux occurs only within a bandwidth given by the LSPR of a single nanorod and
the array resonance. For smaller wavelengths, the in-plane component of the Poynt-
ing vector reverses, leading to an (extraordinary) positive flux. At the LSPR itself,
the flux parallel to the surface is found to be zero. The negative refraction is also
exploited to mimic a nanolens with structure parameters that are infact technical
realizable. In the visible regime the nanolens shows a NA of 1.06 and superlens-like
features such as identical rotation and linear translation of image and object.
The nonlinear measurements on graded structures are conducted using femtosec-
ond pump-probe spectroscopy resulting in kinetics showing either an increased trans-
mission or absorption with signal changes of up to 40%. By converting them to tran-
sient spectra and by comparison with the literature, electron distribution changes
at the Fermi edge and hot electrons/phonons are identified as the main reasons for
the changes. Probing at the inflection points of the LSPR reveals ultrafast signals.
Using transient spectra they are traced back to a short blueshift of the LSPR.
Kurzfassung
Strukturen aus frei stehenden metallischen Nanosta¨bchen versprechen interessante
Anwendungen als Sensoren, Schalter und in der Spektroskopie. Da ihre Struktur-
gro¨ßen kleiner als die Wellenla¨nge des sichtbaren Lichtes sind, besitzen sie eine
langachsige Oberfla¨chenplasmonenresonanz (LSPR) und weisen metamaterialartige
Eigenschaften auf. In dieser Dissertation werden die linearen und nichtlinearen op-
tischen Eigenschaften solcher Strukturen im Detail untersucht.
Mit Hilfe von Gradientenstrukturen, die eine durchstimmbare LSPR besitzen,
und dreier theoretischer Modelle – eines numerischen Modells basierend auf der
Methode der multiplen Multipole (MMP), eines semianalytischen Modells kollek-
tiver Oberfla¨chenplasmonen (CSP) sowie eines analytischen dipolaren Interaktions-
modells (DIMs) – werden die optischen Eigenschaften analysiert.
Unter Verwendung des DIMs wird die experimentell beobachtete Blauverschiebung
der LSPR im Vergleich zur Resonanz eines Einzelsta¨bchens besta¨tigt und eine physi-
kalische Erkla¨rung dafu¨r geliefert. Die LSPR ist stark vom Einfallswinkel und vom
Sta¨bchendurchmesser abha¨ngig. Im Unterschied dazu sind die A¨nderungen bei einer
La¨ngenvariation klein, wobei die langachsige Mode ein unteres Energielimit aufweist.
Weiterhin haben die genaue Anordnung der Sta¨bchen und der azimutale Winkel des
einfallenden Lichtes nur einen untergeordneten Einfluss. Die Abha¨ngigkeit vom ver-
wendeten Metall ist analog zu einem Einzelsta¨bchen, wa¨hrend die Empfindlichkeit
in Bezug auf das Umgebungsmedium wesentlich sta¨rker ist.
La¨ngere Nanosta¨bchen aus Silber zeigen winkelabha¨ngige Moden ho¨herer Ordnung,
welche mittels MMP reproduziert werden ko¨nnen. Das CSP-Modell wird ebenfalls
darauf angewendet, wobei Fabry-Pe´rot-artige Oszillationen der CSPs entdeckt wer-
den. Die propagierende Natur der CSPs fu¨hrt zur Entdeckung eines Phasensprungs
der p-Komponente des transmittierten Lichtes sowie zur Beobachtung von Polarisa-
tionskonversion in den Strukturen.
Nanosta¨bchen-Arrays weisen außerdem negative Brechung auf. Es wird gezeigt, dass
ein negativer Energiefluss nur in dem Wellenla¨ngenbereich zwischen der LSPR der
Einzelsta¨bchen und der Arrayresonanz auftritt. Fu¨r kleinere Wellenla¨ngen kehrt
sich die in der Ebene befindende Poynting-Vektor-Komponente um, was zu einer
(außerordentlichen) positiven Brechung fu¨hrt. An der LSPR selbst ist der zur Struk-
turebene parallele Fluss Null. Die negative Brechung wird ferner ausgenutzt, um
eine Nanolinse mit realistischen Strukturparametern zu simulieren. Im sichtbaren
Bereich zeigt sie eine NA von 1,06 und superlinsenartige Eigenschaften, wie eine
identische Rotation und eine lineare Translation von Bild und Objekt.
Die nichtlinearen Messungen an Gradientenstrukturen werden mittels Femto-
sekunden-Pump-Probe-Spektroskopie durchgefu¨hrt und liefern Kinetiken, welche
entweder eine versta¨rkte Transmission oder eine versta¨rkte Absorption mit Signal-
sta¨rken von bis zu 40% aufweisen. Durch Konvertierung in transiente Spektren und
Vergleich mit der Literatur werden eine vera¨nderte Elektronverteilung an der Fermi-
Kante und heiße Elektronen/Phononen als Ursache fu¨r die A¨nderungen gefunden.
Das Abtasten mit dem Probe-Puls an den Wendepunkten der Resonanz offenbart ul-
traschnelle Signale. Mit Hilfe der transienten Spektren wird dies auf eine kurzzeitige
Blauverschiebung der LSPR zuru¨ckgefu¨hrt.
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1 Introduction
The development of mankind is governed by progresses in farming, animal domes-
tication, trading, social organization and other aspects, but also to a large extent by
new tools and new materials [1]. Often, the latter two cross-stimulated each other,
i.e., new tools/techniques led to new materials and new materials made new tools
possible. For example, the handling of melted quartz sand, natron and limestone
empowered man to produce glass on purpose and to shape it. Several centuries later,
this material was then used to build lenses as a tool for producing fire (by focusing
sun light) or as visual aids, which opened up the field of optics.
Nowadays, one might naively expect that with modern metals, alloys, com-
pounds, plastics and semiconductors we have already discovered all possible ma-
terials – or at least material classes – and that this development has reached an end.
Hence, the question arises whether the only task left is simply “the” clever act of
engineering new tools out of the existing materials?
Fortunately, from a scientist’s point of view, the answer is no. With the advent
of nanotechnology during the last two decades, tools became available to structure
and combine materials on ever smaller scales. And on the nanoscale, the world
becomes different: nanostructured materials do not act as a combination of the
individual materials anymore but show novel physical properties ranging from giant
magnetoresistance over superhydrophobicity to negative refraction. Therefore, they
are called artificial materials or metamaterials – a new class of materials.
Especially negative refraction in optics is currently of great interest, because it
might allow science-fiction-like applications such as perfect lenses or even cloaks
of invisibility to come true. This will probably not happen today or tomorrow
but – who knows – maybe in a century’s time. At least, there is a long way to
go from today’s proof-of-principle experiments to such real-world applications, as
high material losses blur the vision. For glass lenses it took over two millennia as
well as Abbe’s groundbreaking scientific work to reach the optical resolution limit.
This time, however, we might be faster by paying more attention to the physical
understanding first.
2 1 Introduction
A promising metamaterial which might feature negative refraction is a metallic
nanorod array. Such an array consists of nanorods having typical dimensions of
∼ 25 nm in diameter, between 100 and 400 nm in length and are made of gold or
silver. The nanorods themselves are free-standing on a substrate, aligned in parallel
with an interrod distance of ∼ 60 nm and form quasi-hexagonal arrays (cf. figure
1.1).
300 nm
Figure 1.1: Sketch (left) and scanning electron microscope image (right) of a gold
nanorod array.
If a transparent substrate is used, transmission measurements are possible, show-
ing distinct spectral features. A resulting typical extinction spectrum is plotted in
figure 1.2 where one can observe two clear resonances: a short-axis surface plasmon
resonance, which always occurs, and a long-axis surface plasmon resonance (LSPR),
which only appears for higher incident angles. Especially, the LSPR is of interest,
as it depends on several physically relevant parameters, such as the nanorod length,
diameter, interrod distance, material as well as the surroundings and shows features
not known from conventional systems.
Figure 1.2: Experimentally obtained extinction spectrum of an array embedded in an-
odized aluminum oxide (AAO). The short-axis resonance always occurs while the LSPR
appears only for higher angles of incidence.
3The structures might have applications for dielectric-index sensing [2], surface-
enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) [3] or superlensing [4] and are a good test system
for investigating surface plasmon amplification in metamaterials in order to over-
come losses. However, to fully exploit these applications and investigations, first a
fundamental physical understanding of the optical properties of the structures is in-
dispensable. Although Atkinson et al. already provided an important input in 2006
[5], many question were still open when the present work started.
Hence, in this thesis the linear and nonlinear optical properties of metallic
nanorod arrays are investigated in order to lay the foundations for future exper-
iments and applications. The outline of this work is as follows:
In part I the experimental and theoretical background is given: First, the fab-
rication and geometric properties of the structures are illustrated, structures with
gradients are presented and experimental methods for examining the samples are
introduced. Then, an overview about modeling plasmonic structures is outlined and
the methods relevant for this thesis are introduced: the numeric-multiple multipole
method (MMP), the semi-analytic collective surface plasmon (CSP) model and the
analytic dipolar interaction model (DIM).
In part II the linear optical properties are of interest. Firstly, the LSPR will be
examined in detail; using MMP and the DIM, the blueshift of the LSPR in compar-
ison to a single nanorod is discussed and its dependence on the incident/azimuthal
angle, the arrangement of the rods and on their diameter, length, material and sur-
roundings are considered. Secondly, the discovery of higher-order modes will be
shown; they will be examined with MMP and described with the CSP model. These
insights will lead to the observation of a phase jump as well as polarization conver-
sion. Thirdly, negative refraction inside these structures will be investigated. After
a short overview, results of MMP calculations will be shown and the DIM will be
used to gain a deeper understanding. Afterwards, these findings will be used to
simulate a realistic nanolens.
Part III of this thesis deals with the nonlinear optical properties of the nanorod
array structures. Using pump-probe spectroscopy, ordinary kinetics – alterations
of the transmittance due to a pump pulse – will be collected and the surprising
discovery of ultrafast signals will be reported. The physics behind these processes
will be discussed in the following. At the end, a general conclusion and outlook will
be given.

Part I
Experimental and Theoretical
Foundations

2 Structures and Methods
In this chapter the experimental foundation for this thesis is laid out. First,
the fabrication of classical metallic nanorod arrays is explained. Then the concept
of graded structures – nanorod structures with a built-in geometrical gradient – is
introduced and their fabrication is shown. Finally, two setups for an easy optical
characterization and the pump-probe setup are presented.
2.1 Fabrication Method
The fabrication of the metallic nanorod arrays was conducted by (i) the group of
Robert J. Pollard at the Queen’s University of Belfast – namely by Paul R. Evans
and William R. Hendren – and (ii) more recently in our group by Gunther Scheunert
[6] and Vera Hoffmann. Basically two kinds of structures were fabricated: classical
structures with a homogeneous geometry all over the sample area and graded struc-
tures with a geometry varying across the sample. Their fabrication will be explained
in the next two subsections.
3
2
4
1
plain 
glass slide
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Figure 2.1: Schematics of the sample fabrication: (1) sputtering of the adhesion layer,
the metal contact and the aluminum, (2) anodization, (3) etching, (4) electrodeposition
and (5) removal of the aluminum oxide.
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2.1.1 Classical Structures
Gold nanorod structures in aluminum oxide matrices have already been fabricated
for some decades. However, the nanorods in the matrices were either “flying” in
different planes (see e.g. [7]) or grown on intransparent samples [8]. Hence, the opti-
cal properties of these arrays were less pronounced or only measurable in reflection
mode leading to complex interference pattern.
The first gold nanorod arrays standing on top of a transparent substrate were
developed by the Belfast group in 2006 [5]. Later on, they also fabricated arrays
consisting of nickel [9], silver [10], or silver-gold alloys [11]. Such structures were
used in this thesis and their basic fabrication procedure – as depicted in figure 2.1
– works as follows:
1. A 20-nm-thick Ta2O5 adhesion underlayer is magnetron sputtered on a glass
substrate, followed by 5 nm of gold and 300 to 450 nm of aluminum.
2. In order to form pores, the aluminum is anodized using a typical voltage of
20 V in a 0.3 M sulfuric acid.
3. The residual aluminum oxide barrier layer is then removed by a short etching
step using 30 mM NaOH. This step also slightly widens the pores.
4. Gold/silver nanorods are then grown by electrodepositing gold/silver from a
thiosulfite bath at voltages around −0.45 V.
5. Optional step: the anodized aluminum oxide (AAO) is removed by 0.3 M
NaOH.
200 nm
Figure 2.2: Top view of a gold nanorod array. The quasi-hexagonality of the free-standing
nanorod structure is highlighted by superimposed red hexagons. This image was kindly
provided by Gunther Scheunert, IAPP, 2010 [6].
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The result is a quasi-hexagonal arrangement of metal nanorods which stand
upright on a transparent glass substrate (see figure 2.2). As the Ta2O5 adhesion
layer and the 5-nm gold layer are (nearly) transparent, transmission measurements
can be conducted, which is crucial for this thesis.
Common geometrical parameters of the structures are diameters 2R = 15 −
35 nm, distances D = 60 − 70 nm, lengths h = 100 − 400 nm and sample areas
> 1 cm2. As figure 2.2 already shows, the nanorods in such an array are not perfectly
uniform but exhibit variations of typically ∆h = ±10 nm, ∆2R = ±2 nm and ∆D =
±5 nm. The diameter of the nanorods is governed by the initial diameter of the
pores and can be enlarged by increasing the etching time in step 3. The length of
the nanorods is limited by the thickness of the aluminum layer and can be adjusted
by using different electrodeposition times (as the upper 50 nm of the pores are not
well ordered, maximal lengths of 400 nm are possible). The inter-pore distance
can be modified only slightly by varying the anodization voltage in step 2 – by
using different acids distances up to 500 nm are possible. However in that case,
the diameter will increase to some hundred nanometers, too. A further geometrical
restriction comes from the stability of the nanorods: if the aspect ratio of the rods
(h/2R) is too large (& 20), the nanorods tend to stick to each other (see e.g. figure
2.3c). This can be circumvented be increasing the diameter or decreasing the length
of the nanorods, or by simply not removing the surrounding AAO matrix.
2.1.2 Graded Structures
The optical properties of metallic nanorod structures – especially the plasmon res-
onances – are strongly dependent on the detailed geometry of the structures (cf.
chapter 4). In order to quickly investigate these properties or to easily tune the plas-
mon resonance, graded structures were developed together with the Belfast group
[12]. Graded structures feature one (or two) built-in geometrical gradients, i.e.,
the nanorod length or diameter varied over the sample area from short to long or
from thin to thick, respectively (see figures 2.3 & 2.4). These gradients can either
be continuous – allowing one to finely tune the plasmon resonance to the wanted
spectral position by changing the sample location – or stepwise, i.e., with macro-
scopically large areas having a homogeneous geometry. The advantage of the latter
is that it is easier to apply different setups/tools (goniometer, SEM, pump-probe
measurements) to nanorods of one and the same geometry.
For the fabrication of graded structures the same manufacturing methods as for
the classical structures were used. However, the etching step and the elecrodeposi-
tion (steps 3 & 4 in section 2.1.1) were altered slightly:
For manufacturing a diameter gradient, the sample was first lowered vertically
into the NaOH etching bath and then, either continuously or stepwise, lifted out
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again by a motorized holder. Thus the etching time varied depending on the sample
position and, hence, the pore diameter varied, too. Completing the subsequent
manufacturing steps then leads to structures with a continuous or stepwise gradient
of the nanorod diameter.
For the length gradient, the same motorized holder was used. However this
time, the sample was continuously (stepwise) lifted during the electrodeposition
process leading to different filling heights of the pores and finally to a continuous
(stepwise) length gradient. Of course, the two gradients can also be combined such
that the gradients are orthogonal to each other, leading to a large parameter space
on a single sample.
250 nm
Figure 2.3: Perspective view of a single gold nanorod array sample (d = 65 nm, 2R =
22.5 nm) with a length gradient: The length varies from (a) ≈ 100 nm over (b) ≈ 200 nm
to (c) ≈ 400 nm.
250 nm
Figure 2.4: Top view of a single gold nanorod array sample (d = 70 nm, h ∼ 300 nm)
with a diameter gradient: The diameter varies from (a) ≈ 50 nm over (b) ≈ 40 nm to (c)
≈ 30 nm.
2.2 Linear Optical Characterization
The structures were optically characterized in the linear regime using two different
setups: (i) an extended Shimadzu spectrometer and (ii) a home-built goniometer
setup. The Shimadzu has an excellent signal-to-noise ratio and, thus, was used
for obtaining extinction spectra on classical samples. However, it was not originally
designed for measuring the transmittance at non-normal incident and with polarized
light on small, varying sample areas. Hence, for investigating graded structures
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under incident angles > 45◦, a specific setup was constructed. Both setups will be
presented in the following.
2.2.1 Shimadzu Absorption Spectrometer
The SHIMADZU UV-3101PC spectrometer system is an ultraviolet to near-infrared
two-beam absorption spectrometer and spans over a range of 190 nm to 3200 nm
using a deuterium (190 nm - 393 nm) or a halogen (282 nm - 3200 nm) lamp as the
source and a photomultiplier (λ < 895 nm) or a PbS cell (λ > 790 nm) for detection.
Since the optical features of the investigated systems are in the range from 400 nm
to 850 nm, a fixed combination of the halogen lamp and the photomultiplier was
used to avoid discontinuities in the spectra due to switching of the detectors or light
sources.
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Figure 2.5: Simplified schematic of the SHIMADZU UV-3101PC spectrometer. Light
from the halogen lamp (HL) is spectrally filtered by the grating (G) and then sequenced
by a chopper mirror (CH, 50 Hz) into a reference and sample beam. After passing the
sample chamber, both beams are directed to the photomultiplier (PM) via mirrors (M).
rotatable holder
polarization
filter
Figure 2.6: Sample chamber of the Shimadzu, including polarisation filters and a rotat-
able sample holder.
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The schematic of the Shimadzu is depicted and described in figure 2.5. Since
the reference and sample beams are chopped alternatingly and are directed to the
same photomultiplier, any drift of the light source is compensated directly. For
measuring the extinction of nanorod array structures, the Shimadzu was improved
by implementing polarization filters and a rotatable sample holder into the sample
chamber as displayed in figure 2.6. The sample holder has exchangeable apertures
(diameter: 1, 3, and 5 mm) in order to restrict the illuminated area.
2.2.2 Goniometer Setup
The goniometer setup is described in figure 2.7 and can be operated in transmission
or reflection mode. In this thesis only the transmission mode is considered. The
setup consists of a halogen light source (50W, L.O.T.-ORIEL), UV fused-silica opti-
cal elements and a HR4000-CG fiber spectrometer from Ocean Optics, which covers
a spectral working regime of 400 − 900 nm. With the help of a cylinder lens, an
adjustable slit and a movable sample stage, the transmission of the samples can be
investigated locally (areas ≤ 1 cm2) and the position can easily be changed.
halogen
lamp
βSL I
S
spectro-
meter
CV CHP P
Figure 2.7: Simplified schematic of the goniometer setup in transmission mode. Light
from the halogen lamp is coupled in via a glass fiber and then polarized and attenuated
by two Glan Thompson polarizers (P). After passing a slit (SL) and a vertical cylinder
lens (CV), it is focused onto the sample (S), which can be translated in two directions and
rotated by an incident angle (β). On the detector side, the light beam can be narrowed
by an iris diaphragm (I) and is focused via a horizontal cylinder lens (CH) on the fiber of
the HR4000-CG fiber spectrometer.
Furthermore, the sample holder was designed such that it does not restrict the
maximal incident angle β. Hence, β up to 85◦ is possible. Due to its simpler, non-
balancing optical path and its simultaneous spectral detection, the goniometer setup
has a lower signal-to-noise ratio than the Shimadzu setup.
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2.3 Pump-Probe Setup
For the two-colour pump-probe measurements two pulsed beams were used, namely
the pump and the probe beam, which have a well-defined phase correlation. While
the low-intensity probe pulse monitors the sample transmittance, the high-intensity
pump pulse perturbs the sample and its optical properties. In the following, first
the femtosecond pulse sources and then the detailed experimental setup will be
described.
2.3.1 Femtosecond Pulse Sources
Two different kinds of laser systems were used as pulse sources: an “old setup” and
a “new setup”.
The old setup consisted of a regenerative Ti:sapphire amplifier from Spectra-
Physics (“Spitfire”) providing ∼ 80-fs pulses at 800 nm and at a repetition rate of
1 kHz. A part of the beam was split off for generating the pump beam using a
home-built noncollinear optical parametric amplifier (NOPA). The rest was focused
on a sapphire disc in order to obtain a white-light probe beam. The pump beam
was tunable between 500 and 650 nm, had a spectral width of ∼ 25 nm and typical
intensities of up to 4µJ. The probe intensity was orders of magnitudes lower and
provided wavelengths λProbe = 550 to 700 nm. For a more detailed description of
this setup see [13].
As the old setup suffered from several drawbacks, such as a poor stability, the
IAPP SPEX group – the group in whose laboratories these measurements were
conducted – acquired a new amplifier system: a two-stage thermally stabilized1
Ti:sapphire regenerative amplifier form Coherent (“Elite Duo”). It provides 120-
fs-long pulses at 800 nm and at various repetition rates (5 kHz were chosen in the
experiments). Two optical parametric amplifier (OPAs) from Coherent (“OPerA”)
were available to generate tunable pump and probe beams in the wavelength range
between 475 to 2600 nm. However, to simplify the experimental work flow and to
improve the stability2 the above-mentioned white-light generation was mostly used
for probing. The pump OPA delivered pulses having intensities up to 100µJ and a
spectral width of ∼ 25 nm.
1 The crystals are permanently cooled to −10 ◦C.
2 OPAs use up to four nonlinear processes to generate their output pulses, which tends to
increases fluctuations.
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2.3.2 Experimental Setup & Detection Scheme
For the pump-probe experiment itself a setup was used as sketched in figure 2.8.
The balancing scheme of the setup works as follows: The p-polarized probe beam
is sent through a delay line to a beam splitter, which splits it into a reference and
a sample beam. The latter is focused on the transparent sample and is imaged
afterwards through a monochromator (Acton research, model “Spectra Pro 750”) on
a SI-PIN photodiode (Hamamatsu, type “G-7830”). To improve the stability of the
observed signal, the reference beam is also imaged through a gray wedge and the
monochromator on an oppositely connected second photodiode. For a specific probe
wavelength λProbe the two diodes are then balanced using the gray wedge.
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Figure 2.8: Sketch of the two-colour femtosecond pump-probe setup. Abbreviations:
(B) blocker, (BS) beam splitter, (CCD) charged-coupled device, (CH) chopper, (D) pho-
todiode, (GW) gray wedge, (IM) image optics, (M) mirror, (PM) parabolic mirror, (RM)
removable mirror, and (V) voltmeter. Note, the angle between pump and probe beam at
the sample surface is 4◦.
When the pulses of the p-polarized pump beam, which is also focused on the
sample but afterwards blocked, hit the sample, they perturb its optical properties
and, hence, the transmitted sample pulses will change in intensity, leading to unbal-
anced photodiodes and a net voltage ∆V . The pump is modulated via a chopper
wheel such that its repetition rate ωRep-Pump is half of the probe repetition rate
ωRep-Probe = 2ωRep-Pump. Therefore, only every second probe pulse is affected by the
pump, and a lock-in amplifier (Stanford Research Systems, model “SR 850”) can be
used to demodulate the signal. Using this technique, (slow) thermal drifts of the
laser setup have no influence and the general signal-to-noise ratio can be increased
significantly.
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Finally, the temporal delay τ between pump and probe can be set by moving the
delay line. So, the kinetics ∆V (λ, τ)/V can be extracted. The absolute voltage V
is determined by blocking the sample beam during balancing.
The main experimental challenges are (i) maintaining a stable laser system, (ii)
finding the temporal and spatial overlap of pump and probe on the sample, and
(iii) probing at the right sample position (important for graded structures). The
first point was the trickiest, as it requires most (re)adjustment work and patience,
but it was greatly improved by the new laser system. Finding the temporal and
spatial overlap was conducted in two steps. First, the sample surface was imaged on
a CCD to be able to make the two ∼ 20-µm laser spots overlap. Then, the temporal
overlap was determined by varying the delay line and monitoring the signal of a fast
photodiode for a coarse localization or searching for an interference pattern of the
two pulses for a finer assignment. Last but not least, the position of interest on the
sample was found by using a cw white-light source, the mentioned monochromator,
a CCD array and a graded structure as the sample. By moving the graded structures
with respect to the pump/probe beams, the LSPR could then be tuned to the desired
wavelength (see sketch 2.9).
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Figure 2.9: Sketch of the pump-probe setup (see figure 2.8) being enhanced for cw-white-
light measurements: A halogen lamp, a polarizer (PL) as well as a removable mirror (RM)
are added and the monochromator is switched to image the light on the CCD array.

3 Modeling
This chapter emphasizes the different theoretical methods for describing the op-
tical properties of metallic nanorod arrays. In the first section, a general overview
of numerical/theoretical methods is given and their merits in conjunction with the
arrays will be discussed. Afterwards, the three different models of choice are intro-
duced: a multiple-multipole (MMP) model, a model utilizing collective surface plas-
mons (CSPs) and a dipolar interaction model (DIM). All three will be used in the
next chapters for investigating the linear optical properties of the nanorod arrays.
3.1 Overview Modeling
In principle, methods for modeling optical problems can be divided into time- and
frequency-domain methods. While the latter are very effective when describing
time-harmonic fields, the time domain is more intuitive as it directly shows how a
pulse propagates or a molecule emits a photon. By using short pulses and the Fourier
transformation, spectral information can be extracted as well via time-domain meth-
ods. We will first discuss such time-domain methods.
3.1.1 Time Domain Methods
The standard tool for the time domain is FDTD – the finite-differences time
domain. It was invented in 1966 by Kane Yee [14] and is popular for its versatility
and simplicity: The volume is discretized into a rectangular grid consisting of small
cubes (which may have different material properties) each containing one value for
the E and one for the H field. The fields are staggered by half an edge length against
each other such that the H and E fields can alternately be determined time step by
time step using finite differences and a “leap-frog” algorithm. Precisely because of
the simple discretization into a rectangular grid, FDTD becomes problematic in
the field of plasmonics, where rounded geometries having small radii and dielectric
functions with different signs are common. This together with the small wavelengths
of plasmons and the high field gradients, makes very fine grids (sub nm) necessary to
accurately simulate plasmonic problems. Hence, the amount of grid points becomes
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huge leading to a high computational effort – both in time and memory. I.e., a
supercomputer would be needed for simulating metallic nanorod arrays accurately.
A valid alternative to FDTD is the discontinuous Galerkin method (DG)
[15]. Although its origin already reaches back to the 1970ies [16], it is quite young
in the field of optics – the first (efficient) application to Maxwell’s equations had
to wait until the turn of the millennium [17, 18]. In DG the volume is discretized,
too. In general arbitrary elements can be used, however, standard finite element
meshes consisting of triangles/tetrahedra are commonly applied. The field inside
each element is described by higher-order polynomial basis functions and is coupled
to the field of its neighboring elements by a conservation-law-based numerical flux.
Solving the Rieman problem for the numerical flux [19] leads then to coefficients
of the basis functions and, hence, to the field distribution. Altogether, DG allows
for adaptive meshes, high-order time steps [20] and a relatively high stability of the
solution. To further improve on that, we recently introduced curved elements, which
are triangles/tetrahedra having one arbitrarily bent side. As the geometry of a given
system can be described perfectly even with relatively large curved elements, much
coarser meshes can be used, leading to 2.5 - 37 shorter computation times [21].
A main drawback of DG and also FDTD is that in the time domain periodic
boundary conditions are hardly possible, as pulses incident under non-normal angles
break the discrete translation invariance. Hence, instead of infinitely large periodical
arrays, arrangements of n×n nanorods have to be modeled. In metallic nanorod ar-
rays long-ranging interactions are significant (cf. section 3.4.2), so n > 100 is needed
and large matrices have to be solved. Although the DG algorithm is much more
efficient than FDTD in plasmonics [19], the current codes are not mature enough to
solve such problems. Hopefully, further optimization of the DG codes and/or im-
plementation on GPUs [22] will help to improve on that. In fact, for understanding
time-dependent problems, such as second-harmonic generation [23], interactions be-
tween molecules and plasmonic nanostructures or other nonlinear optical properties
(as discussed in chapter 8), calculations in the time domain are crucial. Recent work
in the Eng group has shown that using curved elements [21] and extending the code
to nonlinear problems improves such calculations significantly [23].
3.1.2 Frequency Domain Methods
In other respects, the linear optical properties of metallic nanorod arrays are by
themselves very interesting, too (see part II of this thesis). For linear problems
the Fourier transformation can be applied at any given step, e.g., before solving
Maxwell’s equations such that the problem can be reformulated in the frequency
domain. That simplifies the problem dramatically since, e.g., periodical boundary
conditions can easily be utilized. Therefore, all modeling of nanorod array structures
reported so far were conducted in the frequency domain. Different numerical or
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analytical approaches were taken (see figure 3.1), which can be divided in three
classes: (i) full numerics, (ii) effective-medium theories and (iii) others. These three
approaches will be discussed in the following.
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Figure 3.1: Overview of the different modeling techniques that have been applied to
nanorod arrays or similar structures. The MMP, the CSP model and the DIM will be
used for simulating nanorod arrays in this thesis.
Full Numerics
The fully numerical methods can further be subdivided into volume and bound-
ary methods. The most popular volume method is the finite-element method
(FEM). Similar to DG, in standard FEM the volume is discretized into trian-
gles/tetrahedras but here lower-order basis function are used. Furthermore, the ele-
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ments are coupled to neighboring elements via the continuity conditions of the fields,
which leads to relatively large matrices in comparison to DG. For metal nanorod
arrays this is also the case – especially as the grid around the caps of the nanorods
has to be fine enough to describe the geometry properly – and leads to a high com-
putational demand. Nevertheless, using periodical boundary conditions, nanorod
arrays have been modeled with FEM recently [24, 25].
In contrast, boundary methods do not discretize the volume but the surface
of objects in the volume. Hence in a 3D calculation, only a 2D space has to be
discretized which leads to much smaller (but more dense) matrices than in volume
methods. Therefore, boundary methods are much faster and more resource friendly
than volume methods. On the downside they are only suitable for isotropic linear
materials, are more difficult to use and not suitable for “too complex” 3D projects
[26]. The two most prominent variants are the boundary element method (BEM)
[27] and the multiple-multipole method (MMP) [28]. The latter has been used
for modeling nanorod arrays [10, 29] and will be discussed in more detail in section
3.2.
In conclusion, fully numeric methods can be utilized for simulating nanorod
arrays and for obtaining quantitatively accurate results. However, their level of
physical abstraction is usually rather low and a large computational effort is needed,
including a full recalculation for each parameter set.
Effective-Medium Theories
Effective-medium theories try to circumvent these problems by interpreting the
nanorod structure as a layer having an effective dielectric constant (εeff) and then
applying common plane-wave optics. In general, εeff can be calculated by various
techniques based on analytical models [30, 31, 32]. However, extensive numerical
evaluations are necessary in order to obtain εeff from those models. To ease the εeff
calculation, popular simplifications are mixing formulas in which the dielectric
functions of the metallic and dielectric parts of the structure are volume weighted
and averaged. Most common are Maxwell-Garnett-type theories (MG), which are
valid for a host containing a small volume fraction of inclusions, and Bruggeman’s
effective-medium theory – a generalization of MG for larger volume fractions. MG
have already been applied to nanorod [5] and similar structures [7, 33, 34], and
Bruggeman’s theory was recently used to describe nanowire arrays [35].
However, the mixing formulas neglect the detailed geometry, the influence of
which one might be particularly interested in. Furthermore, as Rahachou and Zo-
zoulenko showed for MG, they seem to describe nanorod arrays adequately only for
light polarized along the short axis and away from resonances [36].
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Others
Three other approaches, which will be presented in the following, describe nanorod
arrays as a layer, too.
The first describes light propagating through the layer as collective surface
plasmons (CSPs). After determining the dispersion relation of the CSPs and
applying a standing-wave condition, the plasmon resonances can be calculated [29].
This model will be discussed in more detail in section 3.3.
The second method is a relatively new hybrid approach: the extended layer-
multiple-scattering method which is based on the layer KKR method [37]. It
combines the scattering properties of the individual particles (given by a T ma-
trix) with in-plane multiple scattering calculated using propagator functions in a
spherical-wave basis. In this way reflection and transmission matrices can be de-
termined. Recently, this method was used for modeling arrays of relatively short
nanorods (50 nm). The nanorods had a cylindrical shape (no capping) and far-field
spectra as well as modes were calculated [38].
The last approach are dipolar interaction models (DIMs). DIMs can be
perceived as models that separate the electromagnetic problem into two steps: (i)
identifying the polarizability of a single particle, and (ii) incorporating array effects
via dipolar interactions with neighboring particles. As a result, one gets an array
polarizability which can be used to calculate, e.g., extinction or scattering cross
sections. The main advantages of DIMs are that the different geometries (quadratic,
hexagonal, or arbitrary arrangements of the particles) can be investigated and array
effects can be accessed easily. Recently, this technique was exploited for nanorod
arrays [39] and it will be discussed in more detail in section 3.4. Note that the
numerical generalization of DIMs, the discrete-dipole appoximation (DDA), seems
to be impractical for periodic arrays [40] and, hence, is not considered here.
3.1.3 Re´sume´
As shown above, a wide variety of methods is available for describing nanorod arrays
– all having their strengths and weaknesses. There are more analytical ones, which
allow for a deeper physical understanding, and more numerical ones, which deliver
results that quantitatively agree with experiments quite well.
However, if one were asked whether it is possible to numerically model metallic
nanorod arrays with all the experimental imperfections of the individual rods taken
into account, one would have to answer “no”. Because of long-ranging interactions
inside the arrays, a large number of nanorods need to be modeled, which exceeds
all currently available computational resources. Hence, simplifications have to be
applied, which allow one on the one hand to numerically simulate these structures at
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all and on the other hand to gain a better physical understanding. The most obvious
and common simplification is to assume all nanorods to have the same shape and the
same distance to their neighbors. Although this is experimentally not entirely true
(cf. figure 2.2), it allows one to introduce periodic boundary conditions for linear
problems, i.e., the modeling effort is reduced to “one nanorod plus interactions”.
Unfortunately, for nonlinear time-dependent problems this is not easily possible.
Nevertheless, for linear problems it is possible and the potentially most accu-
rate method in the frequency domain is FEM as it allows a flexible modeling of
the nanorods and their surrounding. However, a great amount of computational re-
sources is needed to get such a model converge – the meshes have to be fine enough
to avoid both “hot spots” and spectrally inaccurate far-field results of the electro-
magnetic fields. A valid alternative are boundary methods, which are much more
resource friendly but also more sophisticated to use and not as general applicable
as FEM. At the beginning of this thesis MMP – an established boundary method
– seemed to be a good choice. Hence, nanorod arrays were modeled with MMP
for gaining a deeper insight into the electric field distributions and for quantitative
comparisons with experimental data.
For obtaining a better qualitative understanding of the optical properties, more
analytical models have to be used, such as mixing formulas. However, mixing for-
mulas neglect the detailed geometry (which we are particularly interested in) and
seem to work accurately only for short-axis resonances. The extended layer-multiple-
scattering method and other effective-medium theories seem to need an extensive
numerical evaluation and, hence, are no valid alternatives, either.
Therefore, two (semi)-analytic models were developed to gain deeper physical
insight into the optical properties of nanorod arrays: the CSP model and the DIM.
They were established in conjunction with MMP calculation and will be explained
together with MMP itself in the next three sections.
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3.2 MMP Modeling
In this section MMP will briefly be introduced and the model for simulating nanorod
arrays will be discussed.
3.2.1 Multiple-Multipole Method (MMP)
MMP was developed by the group of Christian Hafner at the Swiss Federal Institute
of Technology in Zurich in the 1980s and belongs to the generalized point-matching
techniques. This method is a semianalytical method, because it uses known basis
functions to describe the field inside domains and only discretizes the boundaries be-
tween the domains, where the continuity conditions must be fulfilled. This method
is relatively fast because the boundaries, which are discretized, are one less in di-
mension than the space where the field is looked for. Disadvantages are that the
permittivity i and permeability µi have to be constant within each domain Di (oth-
erwise no “easy” basis functions could be used) and that the method is not suitable
for anisotropic media.
The basis functions are chosen such that they are valid eigensolutions of Maxwell’s
equations, such as multipoles, Bessel functions, waveguide modes, Rayleigh expan-
sions, or plane waves. Since Maxwell’s equations are linear, also every superposition
of these functions is a valid solution. Therefore, a field FDi(r) = {E(r),H(r)} at a
given position r in a domain Di can be written as a superposition of a “complete
set” of these basis functions:1
FDi(r) = fDiexci(r) +
∑
m
cmf
Di
m (r) + error ,
where the function fDiexci(r) describes the excitation. The expansion coefficients cm
for the basis functions fDim (r) have to be determined such that the continuity con-
ditions of E
Di,j
|| , H
Di,j
|| , i,jE
Di,j
⊥ and µi,jH
Di,j
⊥ at the boundary between Di and Dj
are fulfilled. As there are more equations than unknowns, the system is overdeter-
mined. The task of the MMP code is to solve this system of equations. For this, the
boundaries are discretized into matching points, where the continuity conditions are
applied, and the problem is formulated as a matrix equation∑
n
AmnCn = Gm . (3.1)
The vector Cn consists of the expansion coefficients, which are unknown. The vector
Gm is known and represents the exciting field, and the rectangular matrix Amn is
known, too, because every row corresponds to the boundary conditions at a matching
point and every column to a basis function. Equation (3.1) is solved by minimizing
1 In numerics no complete bases exist. Therefore, an error needs to be added to the expansion.
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the residual R = ||AC−G||2, which means that the mismatch at the matching points
for the different field components is minimized. Weighting factors are introduced,
which assure dimensional consistency, balance the influence of the magnetic and
electric fields on the mismatch, and increase the importance of certain matching
points (at locations with a low density of matching points the accuracy needs to
be high). In addition, the user can change these weighting factors to increase the
accuracy at certain locations.
Further advantages of this boundary method are that an error of the numerical
calculation can be explicitly given, due to the overdetermination of (3.1), and that
once the expansion coefficients are known, the field FDi(r) is known in the entire
space. Consequently, it is possible to plot a specific field, e.g. the z component
of the Poynting vector field, in a certain region or conduct integrations without
recalculating FDi(r).
A disadvantage is that one needs to understand the modeled system quite well
to place the multipole or Bessel expansions appropriately. If the number of basis
functions is too low or an inappropriate set of functions is selected, then the basis
is not “complete” and, hence, no accurate solution can be found. If the number of
basis functions is too high or their origins are placed too close to each other, then
the computation time is long and ill-conditioned matrices may occur, which lead to
wrong results. Therefore, it is recommended to use basis functions that describe the
fundamental processes best (i.e., analytical solutions) to obtain a small complete
matrix. To examine the quality of the results one just has to check the stability of
the solution by varying the locations or number of the basis functions or matching
points.
When multipoles are used, it is crucial to obey some rules as sketched in figure
3.2. Multipoles have a singularity at their origin, hence they have to be set outside
the domain they are applied to, so they can be interpreted as mirror charges. If
the distance δ between two multipoles is too small, they will “speak” with each
other, because they share the same matching points. That leads to a numerical
dependence between them and may cause unrealistically large expansion coefficients
and fields, which can be detected easily. In general, the distance d of a multipole to
the boundary should be chosen such that δ/d ≥ 1.2 [41]. If the curvature ρ of the
boundary is small, then the additional constraint d < ρ applies.
For conducting the simulations the MMP program MaX-1 [42] – developed by
Christian Hafner for personal computers – and later on its open-source version Open-
MaX [43] were used. They have several amenities such as automatic multipole and
matching-point generation, visualization of the error on the boundary, and 3D mod-
eling. For solving the matrix equations, several built-in algorithms are available,
among which the QR decomposition algorithm [28] is one of the fastest and was
therefore used.
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Figure 3.2: Examples of multipoles next to a boundary. The multipoles (x) are used to
describe the field in the white domain beyond the boundary. Left: The distance between
the multipoles δ has to be at least 1.2 times larger than max{di, dk} (the distances to the
boundary). Right: The distance d of a multipole to the boundary should be smaller than
its radius of curvature ρ.
3.2.2 The MMP Model
For modeling nanorod array structures three simplifications were assumed: all nanorods
have equal shape, they are arranged strictly periodically and the gold ground layer
is neglected. The reason for the first two is that we want to apply periodical bound-
ary conditions (see discussion above) to reduce the computational effort. The gold
ground layer is only 5 nm thick and, hence, nearly transparent and it should have
only a minor effect of the nanorod array. By neglecting it, the modeling is simplified
quite a bit and the computational effort is reduced by a big amount, too. Further
note, Smajic et al. recently showed [26] that MMP has problems with complex 3D
projects as then the condition of the matrix gets bad. Hence, neglecting the gold
ground layer also reduces the likelihood of nonconverging or wrong solutions.
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Figure 3.3: Cross section of the MMP model with boundaries and expansions. Note, the
nanorods have hemispheric ends.
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The nanorods were modeled with round cappings, i.e., each of them consist of a
cylinder with two hemispheres at the ends, with the radius of the hemispheres being
the same as for the cylinder. Nanorods with different geometries were simulated:
diameter 2R = 20−40 nm and length h = 150−400 nm. The nanorods were modeled
using 3D multipoles and ring multipoles as depicted in figure 3.3.
For introducing periodical boundary conditions the space was divided in three
subspaces: (i) above the structure, (ii) a cell around the nanorod and (iii) below
the structure. The subspaces (i) and (iii) are extended to ±∞ and the fields within
these spaces can be described by plane waves and Rayleigh expansions. In contrast,
for (ii) several multipoles are used as basis functions for the nanorod (as described
above) and additional 3D multipoles are place outside of the cell for modeling the
overlapping field of the neighboring nanorods. The cell itself is limited by periodic
and infinite boundaries. On the boundaries the fields of the different subspaces
are matched. Hence, each cell interacts with its neighbor cells, which are copies
of the cell itself, as well as with the infinite space. Since Rayleigh expansions are
propagating plane waves or evanescent waves, both near- and far-field effects can be
described by them. Furthermore, using the Floquet criteria [44] MaX-1/OpenMaX
is able to automatically calculate the direction of these Rayleigh expansions, which
can be used for determining reflection and refraction angles.
Due to the difficult geometrical setting for hexagonal arrangements (sharp cor-
ners between two periodic boundaries) it is hardly possible to generate a stable model
for that geometry. Hence, only quadratic lattices with distance d = 50 − 200 nm
were considered. Finally, the optical constants for the materials were taken from
Johnson and Christy [45] for gold and from Palik [46] for silver.
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3.3 Collective Surface Plasmons (CSPs)
The starting point of CSPs is the question: How does incoming (p-polarized) light
propagate through the nanorod array structures? For single metallic nanorods/nanowires
light can propagate as surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) along the particles. Maybe
for arrays, light can propagate along the nanorods, i.e., through the structure, too?
Evidence for that is shown in figure 3.4, where results of MMP calculations are plot-
ted. In this phase-resolved field plot the array was excited nonresonantly and it can
be seen that the incoming plane wave seems to propagate (as plasmons) inside the
structure.
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Figure 3.4: Calculated electric-field distribution for a p-polarized plane wave hitting the
array (d = 60 nm, 2R = 25 nm and h = 300 nm), which is embedded in AAO, at an angle
β = 28.6◦ (=̂ 50◦ outside the AAO). The free-space wavelength is λ = 760 nm and the plot
is phase resolved.
To shed more light on that, the dispersions relation was determined for different
cases. First, the dispersion of a SPP propagating along a single infinitely long
(h → ∞) gold nanowire (diameter 2R = 25 nm) was calculated using the 2D
eigenvalue search capabilities of MMP. The result is plotted in figure 3.5. As one
can observe, the dispersion of such a SPP is not linear and deviates significantly from
the light line. It is more similar to the dispersion of SPPs on the flat dielectric-metal
interface, which it actually matches for large wire diameter (not shown).
In a next step, such infinitely long nanowires were arranged in a square lattice
with a variable center-to-center wire separation d ranging between 60 and 200 nm.
The parallel wave vectors kx and ky were set to zero – see discussion in section
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Figure 3.5: Dispersion relation of a SPP/CSP on infinitely long Au nanowires (diameter
2R = 25 nm, embedded in nAAO = 1.6, single nanowire or array of nanowires, kx and ky
set zero).
5.3 – for determining the dispersion relations. Now in such an arrangement, the
SPPs, which where originally localized on the individual wires, will couple and thus
become delocalized. This will have a strong impact on the dispersion relation of
the propagating plasmons and, hence, they will be called collective surface plasmons
(CSPs) from now on.
For d ≥ 200 nm, the dispersion relation (see also figure 3.5) shows no changes
with respect to the aforementioned isolated gold nanowire; hence, the nanowire
array can be described by the results of the isolated wire alone. For a reduced
d, however, significant changes become evident; the slope of the dispersion curve
drastically decreases for lower kz, becoming quasi-linear for d = 60 nm. This means
that the group velocity of the CSPs decreases with decreasing d. We find the same
behavior when arranging the nanowires in a hexagonal fashion rather than using the
square arrangement from above. As seen in figure 3.5, the quasi-linear behavior for
d = 60 nm is maintained, while the dispersion curve shifts to even higher energies or
frequencies, as the fractional packing density is larger in the hexagonal arrangement.
As a side note, the quasi-linear dispersion means that the plasmons do not spread
out in such structures.
In conclusion, p-polarized light propagates as plasmons through nanorod arrays.
These plasmons have significantly changed properties in comparison to SPPs on the
flat dielectric-metal interface or to SPPs on single wires and are therefore called
CSPs. The dispersion relations of the CSPs obtained here will be used and further
discussed in section 5.3.
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3.4 Dipolar Interaction Model (DIM)
Dipolar interaction models separate the electromagnetic problem of an array of par-
ticles into two steps: (i) identifying the polarizability of a single particle, and (ii)
incorporating array effects via dipolar interactions with neighboring particles (cf.
figure 3.6). As a result, one gets an array polarizability which can be used to cal-
culate, e.g., extinction or scattering cross sections. The main advantages of DIMs
are that the different geometries (quadratic, hexagonal, or arbitrary arrangements
of particles) can be explored and array effects can be accessed easily.
k
E
Figure 3.6: Concept of the DIMs: the problem is separated into identifying the polariz-
ability of a single particle and incorporating array effects via dipolar interactions.
DIMs have already a long history. For spheres on a substrate, a static dipo-
lar interaction model (no retardation between the particles) was already introduced
by Yamaguchi et al. in 1974 [47]. In 1984 Wokaun laid out the basic procedure for
treating arbitrary particle shapes and also included retardation effects [48]. Further-
more, using a much more sophisticated model (slicing the particles, Hertz vectors
and Shah functions), he together with Meier and Liao showed that in general the
decomposition of such kinds of problems into the depolarization of single particles
and dipolar interactions between those particles is possible [49]. Later, with the
advent of nanoscience, DIMs became popular again. Camelio et al. recently used
Yamaguchi’s static model and included both substrate and capping effects [50]. Zhao
et al. formulated a retarded DIM for the case of normal incidence and spherical par-
ticles [51]; other groups extended it to disordered arrays [52] and investigated lying
[53] or standing [54] nanorod arrays, however always at normal incidence.
In the following subsections, a model is presented for arrays of standing nanorods
at oblique angles of incidence and for different azimuthal angles. Both quadratic and
hexagonal periodicities are incorporated and also different particle geometries. To
accomplish that in a reasonable time and with maximum physical insight, we chose to
extend Zhao’s/Wokaun’s formalism to the case of elongated rotationally symmetric
particles.
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3.4.1 Derivation of the Model
In this section it is shown how to extend/apply Zhao’s/Wokaun’s formalism to the
case of elongated rotationally symmetric particles. In this model the particles are
aligned with an interparticle distance d in an array which is truncated along a circle
(see fig. 3.7). All particles are identical having the same length h, diameter 2R, and
polarizabilities αxy and αz along the short and long axis, respectively. A p-polarized
plane wave with an electric field strength E0 and a k vector k hits the array at an
angle of incidence β and an azimuthal angle θ.
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Figure 3.7: Perspective and top view of a quadratic spheroid array having a radius of
three particles. Note, the center particle is omitted here.
Polarizability and E Field
Gaussian units and the geometrical definitions as stated in fig. 3.7 are used. For
rotationally symmetric particles the polarizability tensor is
αˆ =
αxy 0 00 αxy 0
0 0 αz
 , (3.2)
and the problem can be simplified by setting the azimuthal angle of the incident
beam to zero (E0,y = 0) while rotating the array by the azimuthal angle θ. Then
the phase of the external field depends only on the x position independently of the
arrangement
φ =
2pi
λ
sin β x . (3.3)
The local field at i -th particle can now be written in general as
Eloc(ri) = E0e
ikri +
∑
j 6=i
eikrij
r3ij
{
k2rij × (Pj × rij) + 1− ikrij
r2ij
[
3rij(rijPj)− r2ijPj
]}
,
(3.4)
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where E0 is the amplitude of the excitation field and the second term is the sum over
all neighboring dipoles (particles). For the sake of simplicity we place the particle
of interest at the origin (i = 0, r0 = 0, rij = rj = (xj, yj, 0)
T ) and use the Graßmann
identity (bac-cab rule):
Eloc,0 = E0 +
∑
j 6=0
eikrj
r3j
{
k2
[
r2jPj − rj(rjPj)
]
+
1− ikrj
r2j
[
3rj(rjPj)− r2jPj
]}
.
(3.5)
Inserting Pj = αˆEloc,j and setting Eloc,j,y = 0 (because of the symmetry at the
particle positions) leads to
Eloc,0,x0
Eloc,0,z
 =
E0,x0
E0,z
+∑
j 6=0
eikrj
r3j
{
k2
[
r2j∆− Λ
]
+
1− ikrj
r2j
[
3Λ− r2j∆
]}
(3.6)
with
∆ =
αxyEloc,j,x0
αzEloc,j,z
 and Λ =
xjyj
0
xjαxyEloc,j,x . (3.7)
As the y component of the sum has to be zero, the x and z directions can be
separated, and the associated polarizabilities can be pulled out of the sum. If one
further considers identical particles with Eloc,j = Eloc · eφj , the electric field at our
particle of interest is Eloc,x0
Eloc,z
 =
E0,x0
E0,z
+
Cx αxyEloc,x0
Cz αzEloc,z
 (3.8)
with
Cx =
1
d3
∑
j 6=0
ei(k˜r˜j+φ˜j)
r˜3j
{
k˜2
[
r˜2j − x˜2j
]
+
1− ik˜r˜j
r˜2j
[
3x˜2j − r˜2j
]}
(3.9)
Cz =
1
d3
∑
j 6=0
ei(k˜r˜j+φ˜j)
r˜3j
{
k˜2r˜2j + ik˜r˜j − 1
}
, (3.10)
being retarded dipole sums and the dimensionless variables r˜j = rj/d, x˜j = xj/d,
k˜ = kd, and φ˜j = kxj sin β. rj is the distance of the j th particle from the origin and
xj the projection of rj on the x axis.
The resulting dipole moment of a particle in the array is given byPx0
Pz
 =
αxyEloc,x0
αzEloc,z
 =:
αarray,xyEx00
αarray,zEz0
 (3.11)
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with the polarizability of a particle in the array
αarray,x =
αxy
1− Cxαxy , αarray,z =
αz
1− Czαz . (3.12)
Finally, the extinction cross section can be calculated using:
σext = 4pik
√[
cos β α′′array,x
]2
+
[
sin β α′′array,z
]2
, (3.13)
where α′′array denotes the imaginary part. To calculated σext, one has to evaluate the
sums Cx/Cz, which will be discussed in detail in section 3.4.2, and further one has
to know the polarizabilities αxy and αz of the single particles. In the quasi-static
approximation the polarizabilities are given by:
αxy/z =
R2h
2
m − d
3d + 3Lxy/z(m − d) , (3.14)
where Lxy and Lz are the geometrical factors of the particle (not the depolarization
factors, see [55] page 147), while m and d are the dielectric functions of the metal
and the surrounding dielectric, respectively. For prolate spheroids, the geometrical
factors are determined by
Lz =
1− e2
2e2
[
−1 + 1
2e
ln
1 + e
1− e
]
, (3.15)
Lxy =
1− Lz
2
(3.16)
and the eccentricity is given by
e =
√
1− (2R)
2
h2
. (3.17)
Hence, the extinction cross section can be calculated easily.
Poynting Vector
For further investigation also the Poynting vector inside the array is of interest (see
section 6). Therefore, in the following we derive the angle between the Poynting
vector S and the z axis inside the structures. In general, S = c/4piE ×H and the
cycle-averaged vector is 〈S〉 = c/8piRe{E × H∗}. In our given coordinate system
(see fig. 3.7) Ey = 0, ky = 0, kˆx = sin β and kˆz = − cos β. Hence, Ex0/z0 = cos β E0
and Ez0 = sin β E0. From equation 3.8 we know:
Ex/z =
1
1− Cx/z αxy/zEx0/z0 =: fx/zEx0/z0 . (3.18)
In analogy to the E field, the H field consists of two components :
H = H0 + HD (3.19)
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with the plane-wave contribution
H0 =
√
 kˆ× E0 =
√

(
kˆzEx0 − kˆxEz0
)
ey
= −√ (cos2 β + sin2 β)E0 ey
= −√E0 ey (3.20)
and the field generated by all other particles (dipoles):
HD =
∑
j 6=0
eikrj
r2j
k2
{
1 +
i
krj
}
rj ×Pj
=
1
d3
∑
j 6=0
ei(k˜r˜j+φ˜j)
r˜3j
{
k˜2r˜j + ik˜
}
x˜jαarray,zEz0 ey
=: Dy αarray,z sin β E0 ey (3.21)
with
Dy =
1
d3
∑
j 6=0
ei(k˜r˜j+φ˜j)
r˜3j
{
k˜2r˜j + ik˜
}
x˜j . (3.22)
Note that the retarded dipole sum Dy can be calculated similarly to Cx/Cz (see
section 3.4.2) and Dx = Dz = 0 due to symmetry considerations. Hence,
〈S〉 = c
8pi
Re
{ fz sin β0
−fx cos β
 (√−D∗y α∗array,z sin β)
}
|E0|2 , (3.23)
and the internal angle of the Poynting vector βintern can be calculated by:
βintern = arctan
( 〈Sx〉
−〈Sz〉
)
= arctan
(
Re{fz sin β (
√
−D∗y α∗array,z sin β)}
Re{fx cos β (
√
−D∗y α∗array,z sin β)}
)
. (3.24)
For small β or if Arg{√−D∗y α∗array,z} ≈ 0, the internal angle can be simplified to:
βintern ≈ arctan
(
Re{fz sin β}
Re{fx cos β}
)
, (3.25)
which means that the influence of the magnetic interactions is negligible in those
cases.
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3.4.2 Calculating the Retarded Dipole Sums
Before calculating, e.g., the extinction cross section or the Poynting vector inside the
structure, the retarded dipole sums Cx, Dy and Cz have to be evaluated. As αarray,z
is the most important parameter for the linear optical properties, in the following
we will discuss the evaluation for Cz only. However, the procedure for Cx and Dy is
similar.
λ λ
Figure 3.8: Contribution of the different terms to the sum Cz for incident angles of (a)
β = 20◦ and (b) β = 60◦. The 1/r term shows residual oscillations due to the finiteness
of the array (quadratic lattice, radius 100 dipoles, azimuthal angle 0◦).
In general, Cz has to be recalculated for each specific arrangement, i.e., whether
quadratic or hexagonal lattices are used, or random or other distributions of the
nanorods are chosen. However, since the formulation of the sum is dimensionless
(cf. equation 3.10), scalings can be conducted without the need for recalculations.
Hence, Cz was calculated only once for the quadratic and the hexagonal case, stored
and always reused in subsequent calculations.
The main problem for evaluating the sum are boundary effects, i.e., residual
oscillations of Cz as a function of λ/d (see figure 3.8). Since no periodic boundary
conditions, which would allow for an infinite lattice, can be used here, the number of
simulated particles (dipoles) is limited by the computational resources. Furthermore,
dipolar interactions – especially the 1/r term in Cz – are long-ranging interactions
leading to a weak convergence of the sum. Therefore, Cz as a function of λ/d shows
residual oscillations even for relatively large arrays and has to be filtered in order to
obtain a smooth characteristics.
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β
Figure 3.9: Filtering of Cz as a function of λ/d for an incident angle of β = 60◦. The
light lines show the original and the dark lines the filtered values (quadratic lattice, radius
1200 dipoles, azimuthal angle 0◦). Note, only values up to λ/d = 20 are used in subsequent
calculations.
As these oscillations are higher in frequency than the general trend of the Cz
curve, the filtering is achieved by a Fourier transformation followed by a cutting-
out of the higher frequencies and a back transformation. To minimize the effect
of additional artifacts due to the discrete Fourier transformation, a larger range
of λ/d = 2 . . . 40 was initially calculated than required for subsequent calculations
(λ/d = 2 . . . 20 – see figure 3.9). Furthermore, the residual oscillations become
lower in frequency with increasing incident angle β, which can easily be seen by
comparing figure 3.8 (a) and (b), but higher in frequency with increasing number of
dipoles. Hence, radii of up to 1600 and 1500 dipoles had to be used for quadratic
and hexagonal lattices, respectively, to filter Cz accurately up to β = 75
◦.
3.4.3 Limitations and Extensions
Finally, limitations and possible extensions of the model will be discussed. Here for
the sake of simplicity only the static polarizability of spheroids has been used. Other
geometries can be included by using different geometrical factors L. For nanorods
for example, Kuwata et al. gave the following analytic expression in [56]:
Lnanorod =
(η − 1)3 − 2− (η2 − 2η − 1)√η2 − 2η + 2
3(η − 1)3 , η =
h
2R
. (3.26)
In contrast, Prescot and Molvaney numerically determined L for nanorods having
different end geometries [57]. Nevertheless, the quasi-static approximation tends
to fail for larger particles. Higher-order corrections accounting for dynamic depo-
larization and radiative damping, as laid out by [58] and just recently applied to
spheroids [59], might be an improvement. Because they are not perfect, numeri-
cally determined correction factors of higher orders [56] are an alternative, too. As
a possible extension for the array structure modeled here, one can easily include
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irregular arrangements to study their influence on the inhomogeneous broadening.
Also substrate effects as in [47] or capping layers [50] may be incorporated.
The modeling of higher-order modes (section 5) is more complicated with the
dipolar interaction model. On the one hand, an easy description of higher-order
resonances in single nanorods by means of simple concepts is not known to the
author. On the other hand, the question whether higher-order couplings can be
described with a dipolar interaction model needs to be addressed. However, as
the observations of [60] show that higher-order modes in single nanorods are most
efficiently excited at distinct angles of incidence – similar to the case of the modes
in nanorod arrays [10] – there might be an easy connection that could be described
by an extended DIM.
Part II
Linear Optical Properties

4 The Long-Axis Surface Plasmon
Resonance (LSPR)
The linear optical properties of the metallic nanorod arrays – especially the long-
axis surface plasmon resonance – are of interest here. Hence, they are investigated
experimentally and theoretically using the structures and models introduced in the
previous two chapters. Because the structures show novel optical properties which
have no equivalent in conventional materials, emphasis is placed on a qualitative
physical understanding of these effects.
As already discussed briefly in the introduction, the structures show a strong ex-
tinction peak for p-polarized light at certain angles of incidence – the so-called long-
axis surface plasmon resonance (LSPR). This resonance is significantly blueshifted
in comparison to the single-nanorod case, which will be discussed in the first section.
In a next step, the influence of the incident and also azimuthal angles as well as of
the arrangement on the far-field extinction spectra and the near-field distribution
will be investigated.
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Figure 4.1: Sketch of a structure showing the parameters varied: distance d, diameter
2R, length h, angle of incidence β, azimuthal angle θ and dielectric functions of the material
of the nanorods m as well as of the surroundings d.
Further on, the dependences of the LSPR on the nanorod length/diameter as
well as on the materials used – for both the structure and the surroundings – will be
explored in this chapter. Further properties such as higher-order modes or negative
refraction will not be discussed here but in the subsequent chapters.
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4.1 Blueshift of the Resonance
The most obvious feature of a nanorod array is that its LSPRs is significantly
blueshifted in comparison to an isolated nanorod [5]. Of course, for large enough sep-
arations the LSPR wavelength of the array will converge towards the single-nanorod
value. However, as the dispersion calculations show a coupling at distances below
200 nm (cf. figure 3.5), a visible blueshift should occur in that regime. This depen-
dence on the distance and its physical origin will be discussed in more detailed in
the next two subsections.
4.1.1 Observation of the Blueshift
In principle, the experimental investigation of the blueshift is not trivial as the sam-
ple fabrication causes difficulties. On one hand, the interparticle distance depends
on the applied anodization voltage and can only be varied in a limited regime for
a given anodization acid [61]. Furthermore, the voltage can only be applied to the
whole sample and, hence, structures with a distance gradient cannot be fabricated.
On the other hand, due to restrictions of the anodization process, an increased dis-
tance is accompanied by an increased pore diameter [62] which leads to an altered
nanorod geometry. Note that, although Wurtz et al. reported on experiments with
five different interparticle distances, they did not mention a constant diameter [24].
This means, if fixed nanorod dimensions are required, the distance cannot easily be
tuned in the experiment. Hence, we study the distance-dependent blueshift only
numerically and analytically using MMP and the dipolar interaction model, respec-
tively.
Figure 4.2: Extinction spectra of a nanorod array (MMP, h = 160 nm, 2R = 25 nm,
β = 45◦, air) for p-polarized light and interparticle distances varied from 200 to 50 nm as
indicated.
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When simulating a realistic structure (quadratic array of gold nanorods: h =
160 nm, 2R = 25 nm, β = 45◦, air) using MMP (see figure 4.2), one can confirm that
the LSPR blueshifts in comparison to an isolated nanorod (single-particle resonance:
890 nm). For large interparticle distances of d = 200 nm the resonance only slightly
blueshifts by 60 nm to 830 nm, but for smaller d the LSPR wavelength further de-
creases, reaches a maximal amplitude around d = 100 nm and then approaches the
short-axis resonance around 500 nm.
To understand that in more detail, we want to apply the DIM. First, it has to
be shown that the DIM describes the problem appropriately. Therefore, MMP and
DIM calculations were conducted on the same gold spheroid structures (h = 100 nm,
2R = 20 nm, β = 45◦, air). As figure 4.3 shows, both calculations reproduce the
general behavior of the nanorod arrays. The DIM spectra are ∼ 25 nm blueshifted
compared to the MMP results due to the quasi-static approximation (single-particle
resonance: MMP 730 nm, DIM 705 nm). Nevertheless, we find a good agreement:
When the distance is tuned from large to small values, the resonance blueshifts in
both cases by the same amount. First the extinction increases up to a maximum at
around d = 80− 100 nm or λ = 650 nm and then decreases again. Hence, the DIM
seems to work in principle and can be used for further analyses.
σ
Figure 4.3: Comparison of the extinction between (a) MMP and (b) DIM for a gold
spheroid array (h = 100 nm, 2R = 20 nm, β = 45◦, air). The interparticle distance is
varied from 200 to 50 nm as indicated.
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4.1.2 Physical Explanation of the Spectral Shift
With the DIM a detailed explanation of this blueshift is now possible. As the LSPR
peak is governed by the polarizability in z direction, we will consider this component
only. For an isolated spheroid and a field E0 in z direction, the extinction cross
section is given by:
σext,single = 4pi k Im(αsingle,z) with
αsingle,z =
R2h
2
m − d
3d + 3Lz(m − d) , (4.1)
where Lz is the geometrical factor (see equation 3.15), while m and d are the
dielectric functions of the metal and the surrounding dielectric, respectively. As
d is assumed to be a real number and for gold 
′′
m is a relatively flat function of
λ (see figure 4.4), the resonance of equation 4.1 occurs when the real part of the
denominator vanishes. Hence, the resonance condition is given by
′m =
(
1− 1
Lz
)
d (4.2)
and can be visualized as depicted in figure 4.4. For an array, one can rewrite equation
3.12 in the spirit of equation 4.1 to obtain an effective geometrical factor:
αarray,z =
R2h
2
m − d
3d + 3Leff,z(m − d) with (4.3)
Leff,z = Lz +
R2h
6
(−Cz)
=: Lz + Cˆz . (4.4)
Since Leff,z = L
′
eff,z + iL
′′
eff,z is a complex number, the resonance condition (equa-
tion 4.2) needs to be adjusted to
′m =
(
1− 1
L′eff,z
)
d +
L′′eff,z
L′eff,z
′′m , (4.5)
which is the condition for the real part to vanish in the denominator in equation 4.3.
However, as L′′eff,z  L′eff,z for small and moderate incident angles (because C ′′z  C ′z
– see figure 4.7), the second term can be neglected for determining the resonance
wavelength.
When we now compare the array with the isolated particle, we see an increase
of the geometrical factor L′eff,z due to the array contribution Cˆ
′
z (inset of figure 4.4).
Hence, the resonance occurs at a more positive value of ′m, which corresponds to
a blueshift (see figure 4.4). So the redshift occurring when an isolated sphere is
deformed into a prolate spheroid is partly reversed when the particles are assembled
into an array. In other words, while the depolarization is weaker for a spheroid than
for a sphere, the array tends to strengthen it again.
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ε
Figure 4.4: Visualization of the geometrical factor: The resonance condition (equation
4.2) is fulfilled where the arrow hits the dielectric function of the metal (here gold [45]).
Hence, the smaller L, the larger the resonance wavelength. Inset: Comparison of Cˆz to
Lz (β = 45
◦ in %). From Cˆ ′z > 0 follows L′eff,z > Lz such that the resonance wavelength
blueshifts. Parameters: d = 60 nm, 2R = 20 nm and h = 100 nm (→ Lz = 0.055821).
A further interesting point is that, when Cˆ ′z gets relatively large, e.g. when d
gets small, then Leff,z approaches the geometrical factor of the short-axis resonance
(∼ 1/3) and the LSPR becomes degenerate with that mode around 500 nm. This
might explain why Lyvers et al. did not observe any distinct spectral peaks for the
long-axis resonances, as they used very dense arrays (2R ∼ d) with relatively long
wires [25].
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4.2 Dependence of the Resonance on the
Angles/Arrangement
The second, somehow surprising feature of nanorod arrays is their angle depen-
dences. On one hand their spectral response to an increasing incident angle β is
more complex than for the single-particle case. On the other hand the azimuthal
angle θ plays a much less important role than one would expect – especially when
having photonic crystals in mind. Hence, in the next subsections some light will
be shed on how these angles influence the far-field spectra as well as the near-field
distribution. Furthermore, the related dependence on the arrangement will be dis-
cussed.
4.2.1 Incident Angle
For an isolated nanorod the long-axis SPR can be best excited when the electric field
is parallel to the longitudinal axis, i.e., in our notation at an incident angle β = 90◦.
Hence, also the scattering and extinction cross sections are largest for that angle.
Figure 4.5: Measured angle-dependent extinction spectra of a gold nanorod structure
(h ∼ 300 nm, 2R ∼ 32 nm, d ∼ 75 nm, air). When the incident angle β is varied between
0◦ and 50◦, the LSPR shows an optimum at 40◦.
Besides the difficulties of exciting an array at β = 90◦, the“best excitation angle”
of a metallic nanorod array turned out to be at much smaller angles. Typical angles
range from βbest = 20
◦ [10] to 45◦ [9] depending on the geometry and the materials
used. In figure 4.5 an exemplary angle-dependent extinction spectrum of a gold
nanorod array is plotted. For small angles of incidence only the short-axis SPR can
be excited leading to a resonance at 505 nm, but for medium angles the long-axis
SPR arises around 555 nm. Similar to a single nanorod the strength of this resonance
increases with increasing β, however, here only up to ∼ 40◦. For larger angles the
resonance becomes broader and weaker in amplitude, which is not the case for an
isolated nanorod. Note that this process of increasing and decreasing extinction is
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accompanied by a small but steady blueshift of the LSPR. The reason for that will
be discussed below.
σ
Figure 4.6: Angle dependence of the extinction peak shown for an array of Au spheroids
(DIM, h = 100 nm, 2R = 20 nm, d = 60 nm, air). As indicated, β is varied between 0 and
75◦ and the spectrum of a single particle is plotted for comparison (at β = 90◦; not to
scale).
First, the dipolar interaction model will be applied in order to understand the
background of the “best excitation angle”. For that, an array of gold spheroids –
having a similar resonance wavelength as the structure of figure 4.5 – was simulated
for various incident angles. As depicted in figure 4.6, the main feature can be repro-
duced with the DIM: the amplitude of the LSPR shows a maximum as a function
of β. Using the analytical power of the model, we can explain this effect by again
looking at the z direction:
σext ∼ sin β α′′array,z(β) = sin β Im
{
αz
1− Czαz
}
. (4.6)
Here, with increasing β the sine increases while the amplitude of α′′array,z(β) de-
creases, because the imaginary part of Cz gets larger (see figure 4.7) and, hence, the
resonance is more washed out (broader and weaker). Therefore, we have a trade-off
between sin β and the polarizability which leads to an optimum angle. The increase
of the imaginary part of Cz can be attributed to excitation of a waveguide-like mode
inside the array: From equation 3.8 we know that Cz mediates between the field
of all neighboring dipoles and the local field; a significant imaginary part means a
phase shift between the two fields which leads to an energy transport. This aspect
will be discussed in more detail in section 6 in the context of negative refraction.
Further on, figure 4.6 shows a slight redshift of the resonance after the maximum
is reached. This can be attributed to the second term of the resonance condition
(equation 4.5) as it redshifts the resonance position but gets significant only for large
β. However at a first glance, this redshift is contradictory to the steady blueshift
of the resonance observed in experiment. The reason for that lies in the nature of
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Figure 4.7: Real and imaginary part of Cz for incident angles of (a) β = 20◦ and (b) 60◦
(quadratic array, θ = 0◦).
the dipolar interaction model: It does not include higher-order interactions. But as
section 5 will show, higher-order interactions always appear at large β and on the
blue side of the dipolar resonance. Hence, the blueshift in the experiment is most
likely due to an angle-dependent superposition of the higher-order modes which
overcompensates the redshift.
4.2.2 Azimuthal Angle
The experimentally available nanorod array structures are far from perfect. Espe-
cially their symmetry – a quasi-hexagonal arrangement – is less well defined than in
the theoretically modeled arrays. Hence, the question arises whether this difference
is significant or not. To answer that, we will start here with the dependence on the
orientation of the array, i.e. on the azimuthal angle, while in the subsequent subsec-
tion the influence of the arrangement (hexagonal vs. quadratic) will be discussed.
Figure 4.8: Azimuthal-angle-dependent extinction spectra shown for a gold nanorod
array (MMP, h = 160 nm, 2R = 25 nm, d = 60 nm, air). The influence of the azimuthal
angle is so weak that the curves overlap and cannot be distinguished.
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In the experiment, no dependence of the extinction spectra on the azimuthal
angle can be observed. Because the structures can be thought of as a patchwork
of many randomly oriented domains, one could argue that in the measurements the
spectra of the individual domains are just averaged. However, MMP simulations of
perfect quadratic nanorod arrays show that the spectrum is apparently unaffected
by the specific azimuthal angle (see figure 4.8).
The dipolar interaction model helps once more to understand this behavior.
Again, the z direction is considered only. Since the symmetry is not broken due to
the shape of the individual particles but due to their arrangement, it is necessary
to look in more detail at Cz. In figure 4.9 the sum Cz is depicted for a quadratic
arrangement and azimuthal angles θ = 0◦ and 45◦. One can see that for ratios of
λ/d > 2.5 the curves are indistinguishable. This means, for arrays for which the
resonance wavelengths are 2.5 times larger than the interparticle distance – which is
the case for all arrays considered in this thesis – no influence of the azimuthal angle
should be observable. Hence, the array acts more as a homogeneous background.
λ
Figure 4.9: Real and imaginary part of Cz for azimuthal angles of θ = 0◦ and 45◦
(quadratic array, β = 60◦). While the real parts differ below λ/d ∼ 2.5, the imaginary
parts overlap everywhere. Note, for θ = 0◦ this is just a zoom-in of figure 4.7.
However, for arrangements with λ/d < 2.5 the azimuthal angle gets significant,
as at around λ = 2 d grating modes appear that are orientation dependent (similar to
photonic crystals). Note that these findings also apply to hexagonal arrangements.
4.2.3 Hexagonal vs. Quadratic Nanorod Arrangement
After the discussion of the azimuthal angle the question remains: What is the influ-
ence of the poor symmetry? To shed some light on that, the fundamental difference
between quadratic and hexagonal arrangements will be investigated in this section.
For all the MMP calculations presented in this thesis always a perfect quadratic
arrangement has been used. In principle, MMP allows for hexagonal periodic bound-
ary conditions, too. However, for hexagonal arrangements the rhombohedral unit
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cell needed has two inner angles of 60◦. Combined with the high volume fraction of
the nanorods as well as their quite large aspect ratio, these 60◦ interboundary an-
gles lead to ill-conditioned MMP matrices. Therefore, MMP does not deliver stable
results for hexagonal arrangements of nanorods.
Nevertheless, we can still investigate the influence of the symmetry by other
means and estimate the spectral shift one has to add to correct the MMP results. The
dispersion calculations from section 3.3 for example already show that a transition
from the quadratic to the hexagonal symmetry (at equal interparticle distance) leads
to a frequency shift to higher values. As this shift is relatively constant for all
momenta, mainly a blueshift of the resonance can be expected (cf. figure 3.5).
Figure 4.10: Arrangement-dependent extinction spectra shown for a gold nanorod array
(MMP, h = 160 nm, 2R = 25 nm, d = 60 nm, air, β = 40◦). The resonance of the
hexagonal symmetric structure is 13 nm blueshifted against the quadratic one. Note, the
amplitude is weaker due to the higher absorption of the gold for shorter wavelengths (cf.
figure 4.3b).
To gain a deeper physical insight into that, the dipolar interaction model will
be used again. First, as figure 4.10 shows, DIM calculations for both quadratic and
hexagonal arrangements at a constant interparticle distance were performed. They
confirmed the expected blueshift, as the hexagonal arrangement has its resonance at
a ∼ 10 nm shorter wavelength. In section 4.1, we already outlined that the overall
blueshift (in comparison to a single nanorod) has its origin in the array contribution
Cz. In figure 4.11 Cz is plotted for an quadratic and a hexagonal arrangement.
Considering equal distances d, one can observe that the amplitude of Cz for the
hexagonal arrangement is always larger because the hexagonal array is more closely
packed such that the contribution from the neighboring dipoles is stronger. Hence
for equal distances, the LSPR blueshifts more in a hexagonal arrangement than in
a quadratic one.
However, considering equal nanorod densities instead, the sums start to coincide
if λ/d > 2.5 (not shown). This means, the spectral response at equal densities is
independent of the arrangement. Yet, similar to the azimuthal angle, for λ/d < 2.5
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grating modes gain influence which leads to deviations between the two arrange-
ments.
λλ
Figure 4.11: Influence of the arrangement on the retarded dipole sum Cz for incident
angles of (a) β = 20◦ and (b) 60◦ (cf. figure 4.7). Both, the quadratic (solid) and the
hexagonal (dotted lines) nanorod arrangements are shown.
In conclusion, as typical wavelengths used to probe the structures are much
larger than the average distance d of the arrays, no influence of the arrangement is
expected for a given nanorod density.
4.2.4 Electric Field Distribution
Finally, the angles do not only influence the far-field spectra but also the near-field
distribution. Since the azimuthal angle plays only a minor role for the structures
used, it is neglected here. Instead, the angle of incidence β and the excitation wave-
length λ are varied around the resonance to control the actual near-field distribution.
As shown with the MMP simulations in figure 4.12, the field maximum can be moved
up an down the nanorods by changing β. Decreasing and increasing λ leads to a shift
of the field to the left or right boundary of the individual nanorods, respectively.
Hence, the position of the field maximum can be adjusted quite accurately by using
these two parameters. Note, due to the coupling between the nanorods the field
maximum is not located at the ends of the nanorods – like it can be observed for
single particles – but rather in the middle (see also the discussion in section 5.3).
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Figure 4.12: Time-averaged field plots of a gold nanorod array (MMP, h = 300 nm,
2R = 22 nm, d = 60 nm, air) for different wavelengths λ and angles of incidence β as
indicated. The absorption of the metal was articfically set to zero to emphasize how the
field maxima shift their positions. The color range is: white/yellow – high field strength;
black – low field strength. For (10◦, 590 nm) the maximal field enhancement is ∼ 7;
however, that value will decrease when material losses are included.
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4.3 Diameter and Length Gradients
Individual nanorods in the quasi-static approximation show a simple resonance de-
pendence: their LSPR redshifts with increasing aspect ratio (h/2R). Yet again,
nanorods arranged in an array behave very differently.
4.3.1 Approximations
To get a first impression, we apply the DIM and make the following rough as-
sumption: for small aspect ratios of the spheroids (h : 2R < 4 : 1), Lz can be
approximated by Lz ≈ 1/3 · 2R/h with an error < 10%. Hence, equation 4.4 can be
expanded to
Leff,z =
2R
3h
+
R2h
6
(−Cz) . (4.7)
Keeping in mind that (−C ′z) is positive (cf. figure 4.7), we see that L′eff,z scales
monotonously with R, but exhibits an extremum as a function of h. That is, we ex-
pect a steady resonance shift when tuning the diameter 2R, but a certain maximum
shift when varying the length h.
To confirm this guess, the Drude fit of the gold dielectric function [45] as stated
in [63] (ωP = 2155.6 × 1012 Hz, Γ = 18.36 × 1012 Hz, and ε∞ = 9.06856 – valid for
wavelengths between 500 and 1000 nm) is used, and Cz is assume to be constant.
Now, the LSPR spectral position of the array can be calculated by:
ωres =
√
ω2p
c
− Γ2 , c :=
(
1
Leff,z
− 1
)
d + ∞ . (4.8)
For the following calculations, Cz is set to −10/d3, which is a good approximation
for wavelengths λ in the interesting regime between 6 and 20 d (cf. figure 4.7).
4.3.2 Diameter Gradient
The results of the corresponding diameter-dependent calculations for 100-nm-long
spheroids embedded in anodized aluminum oxide (AAO, n = 1.5) are depicted for
varying radius and different distances in figure 4.13a. In the figure one can notice
a high sensitivity of the resonance to the radius. Although the scaling is analogous
to the single-spheroid case, the sensitivity is the higher the smaller the distance
is. To confirm this diameter dependence experimentally, we used graded structures
with constant d = 70 nm and h ∼ 300 nm, but with diameters varying from 24 to
40 nm. Consequently, the LSPR shifted over a wide range of more than 200 nm,
i.e., from ∼ 580 nm to ∼ 780 nm, which confirmed the strong diameter dependence
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Figure 4.13: Influence of the diameter 2R on the resonance wavelength. (a) Resonance
wavelength depending on the diameter for different distances, calculated with the analyt-
ical model (AAO, n = 1.5). (b) Extinction measurements of nanorod structures in AAO
with diameters ranging from 24 to 40 nm as indicated (d = 70 nm, h ∼ 300 nm, β = 40◦).
The resulting resonance wavelengths are marked as × in (a) and agree qualitatively with
the calculations despite the different geometry.
(see figure 4.13b). As the resonance does not change much in shape and amplitude,
such structures are very suitable for applications in which a broad tunability of the
plasmon resonance is required. For example, it can be used to modify the emission
spectrum of fluorescence molecules similar to [64].
4.3.3 Length Gradient
For investigations of the length dependence, the diameter was fixed to 2R = 20 nm
and we set n = 1.0. The results are shown in figure 4.14a for different distances and
varying length. In contrast to the diameter, the length makes the resonance shift
differently than in the single-particle case. For each given interparticle distance there
is a certain length h0 for which the resonance wavelength becomes maximal. This
is equivalent to a minimal allowed mode energy for a given interparticle distance d.
Note that at this maximum the resonance approximately coincides with the reso-
nance of an isolated spheroid of length h0/2 (dotted line in figure 4.14a).
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Figure 4.14: Influence of the length on the LSPR wavelength. (a) Resonance shift vs.
length for different distances, calculated with the analytical model (n = 1.0). Note, also
the resonance shifts for two single nanorods are indicated. (b) Measured extinction spectra
of structures (d = 65 nm, 2R = 30 nm, β = 30◦) with lengths ranging from 240 (short) to
400 nm (long nanorods).
With structures having a length gradient (d = 65 nm, 2R = 30 nm) the maximal
resonance shift could be confirmed qualitatively in the experiment (see figure 4.14b).
When we altered the length from 240 to 400 nm, the resonance first shifted from
560 nm towards red, reached its maximal redshift at 585 nm (for a rod length ∼
300 nm), and then shifted back to smaller wavelengths again. This basically confirms
the theoretical prediction.
As a side note, one has to be cautious with the longer particles. The DIM works
reliably only in the quasi-static regime. For long spheroids retardation effects and
higher-order modes have to be included to match reality (cf. section 3.4.3). Also
note that with increasing nanorod length, the extinction amplitude increases steadily
because the amount of absorbing metal the light has to pass also increases.
In conclusion, arrays of nanorods react differently to changes of the diameter or
length than their single-particle counterparts. On the one hand, the LSPR of an
array is more sensitive to the diameter and, on the other hand, the arrays exhibit
a minimal mode energy during the length variation, which cannot be observed for
single particles.
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4.4 Material Dependences
As a last point, the dependence of the optical properties on the materials – both
the metal and the surroundings – will be discussed. This time the results are quite
obvious.
4.4.1 Dependence on the Metal
First, MMP calculations of realistic structures were performed for gold and silver
as the metal (quadratic arrays: h = 160 nm, 2R = 25 nm, d = 70 nm, air). The
resulting extinction spectra are presented in figure 4.15. In these spectra one can
observe that the LSPR of silver array structures is roughly 100 nm blueshifted in
comparison to gold structures having the same parameters. As a similar behavior for
single nanorods can be found, we will look if there is a connection. When comparing
equations 4.1 and 4.3 of the dipolar interaction model:
αsingle,z =
R2h
2
m − d
3d + 3Lz(m − d) ⇔ αarray,z =
R2h
2
m − d
3d + 3Leff,z(m − d)
one finds that for small angles of incident (→ L′′eff,z ≈ 0) the shape of the equations
is identical – only the geometrical factor is different . This means, changing the
material of an arrays results in the identical spectral shift like for a single particle
having the same resonance frequency. However for large β, the imaginary part
of the effective geometric factor L′′eff,z gets significant (cf. figure 4.7) leading to a
small influence of ′′m on the resonance condition (equation 4.5). Hence, for larger
incident angles the spectral shift deviates slightly from the one a single nanorod
would undergo.
Figure 4.15: Dependence of the nanorod-array extinction on the metal (MMP, h =
160 nm, 2R = 25 nm, d = 70 nm, air). The resonance blueshifts by ∼ 100 nm when gold is
replaced by silver. Note, for silver the resonance is stronger due to its lower absorption.
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Due to the relatively simple dependence on the dielectric function, we have a
further parameter for tuning the resonance and we can benefit from the different
physical properties of the metals. For example silver, which has a much lower in-
trinsic absorption than gold, shows sharper, better distinguished resonances. This
will help identifying higher-order modes in the experiment, which we will discuss in
the next chapter. Furthermore, as silver has a plasmon frequency in the near-UV
region, graded structures tunable over the whole spectral range become possible –
see for example figure 4.16. A drawback of silver is that it is not as chemically inert
as gold and oxidizes – i.e., it will lose its plasmonic properties over time.
Figure 4.16: Experimental extinction spectra of a graded silver structure (h ∼ 250 nm,
d ∼ 60 nm, β = 40◦, AAO). Note, the step-wise diameter gradient ranges from ∼ 40 nm
(step 1) to ∼ 25 nm (step 7) and covers nearly the whole visible regime.
4.4.2 Dependence on the Surroundings
Unterstanding the influence of the surrounding dielectric is a bit more tricky: Not
only the resonance condition (equation 4.5) is affected as in the single-particle case,
but also the sum Cz is modified because of k = (2pi/λ)
√
d. With increasing d
the optical distance between the particles is effectively enlarged, leading to weaker
interactions and a redshift. In addition to the normal redshift experienced by a
single particle in a higher-index environment, the array LSPR shows a very strong
dependence on the dielectric surrounding. This leads to a strong blue shift of the
resonance when the AAO matrix is removed after the fabrication but also to a
redshift when the array is filled again. The experimental and theoretical observations
of these environment-dependent spectral changes are plotted in figures 4.17 and 4.18.
Furthermore, not the whole array needs to be filled to obtain a spectral shift but
only a single layer on the nanorods might be sufficient. When functionalizing an
array for example with a monolayer of 1-hexanthiol, one can observe a significant
redshift of ∼ 52 nm (see figure 4.19). This shift is much stronger than commonly
found for functionalized nanorod colloids, because in our case the reference – an array
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of free-standing nanorods – is surrounded by n = 1.0, which cannot be accomplished
for a colloid. Therefore, nanorod arrays are a viable option for sensing applications
as also shown by [2].
Figure 4.17: Influence of the surroundings on the LSPR. Extinction measured on a gold
structure (h ∼ 160 nm, 2R ∼ 25 nm, d ∼ 60 nm, β = 40◦) emerged in air n = 1.0, dodecane
(DoDe) n = 1.42 and AAO n ∼ 1.5.
σ
Figure 4.18: Influence of the surroundings on the LSPR. Extinction calculated for a gold
spheroid array (DIM, h = 100 nm, 2R = 20 nm, d = 60 nm, β = 40◦, hex) for n = 1.0,
1.42 and 1.5.
Figure 4.19: Surface sensitivity of the LSPR. Extinction measured on a gold structure
(h ∼ 160 nm, 2R ∼ 25 nm, d ∼ 60 nm, air) without and with a monolayer (ML) of
1-hexanthiol.
5 Higher-Order Resonances
So far, we have discussed how the array influences the LSPR of a nanorod by
using surface plasmons localized on the particles. In this chapter it will be shown that
for longer nanorods it is beneficial to switch over to propagating surface plasmon
polaritons in order to explain higher-order modes.
First, experimental observations and corresponding MMP simulations on struc-
tures having longer nanorods will be shown. Then, the CSP model will be applied
in order to explain and predict the different modes. Furthermore it will be demon-
strated how the propagating nature of the surface plasmons can explain phase jumps
of the transmitted light and also how it can be utilized for polarization conversion.
5.1 Experimental Observations
The somewhat surprising angle dependence of gold nanorod arrays has already been
discussed in section 4.2.1. When switching to less absorbing silver arrays and to
longer nanorods (∼ 300 nm), the picture gets even more colorful [10]: As depicted
in figure 5.1, after the first LSPR increases and peaks at (β = 30◦, λ = 574 nm), it
decreases again – similar as for the gold arrays discussed above. However, when β
increases further, a second long-axis peak occurs around 537 nm for angles ≥ 70◦.
Besides that, the short-axis resonance of the array is relatively constant at ∼ 375 nm.
5.2 MMP Simulations
To gain some insights into this second long-axis peak, MMP calculations on silver
arrays were performed. As one can see in figure 5.2, the basic behavior of the ex-
periment was reproduced. In the calculations the first LSPR peaks at (20◦, 710 nm)
and the second at (50◦, 650 nm). The short-axis resonance is located around 380 nm.
The deviations between theory and experiments are mainly caused by the different
arrangements (quasi-hexagonal vs. perfectly quadratic – see section 4.2.3) and the
dielectric functions – only bulk data for both the silver and the AAO are available.
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Figure 5.1: Measured extinction spectra of a silver nanorod structure (h = 300 nm,
2R = 20 nm, d = 60 nm) embedded in AAO for p-polarized incident light for various
angles of incidence.
Figure 5.2: Calculated optical extinction spectra of a silver nanorod array (MMP, h =
300 nm, 2R = 22 nm, d = 60 nm) embedded in AAO (nAAO = 1.6) for various angles of
incidence. Insets: Field plots of the averaged electromagnetic field at the two resonances
(20◦, 710 nm) and (50◦,650 nm). Color range: yellow – high field strength; black – low
field strength. To emphasize the mode structure, the fields in the two plots are scaled
independently.
Nevertheless, the basic behavior of the spectra is identical and we can take a look
at the near field distribution of the two peaks (see insets of figure 5.2). The first
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LSPR shows a field distribution similar to the one discussed in section 4.2.4, having
one field maximum in the middle of the nanorods. In contrast, the second LSPR
shows a minimum of the field in the middle of the rods instead, but two maxima
located closer to the two ends. Note, due to absorption inside the silver the field is
lower at the bottom part than near the top.
By switching to n = 1.0 it was even possible to observe the third LSPR in the
simulations – in the experiment, the resonances were too broad to be distinguished
[10]. For that purpose, angle-dependent extinction spectra and near-field distribu-
tions were calculated and are depicted in figure 5.3. Again, the near-field plots are
associated to the peak positions in the spectra. Besides the first (20◦, 490 nm) and
second (40◦, 450 nm) resonances, which are similar to the AAO case, a third reso-
nance (50◦, 420 nm) can be observed. Although the field is a bit weak at the bottom
due to the higher absorption of the silver for shorter wavelengths, one can identify
three field maxima and two minima.
Figure 5.3: Calculated extinction spectra of a silver nanorod array (MMP, h = 300 nm,
2R = 22 nm, d = 60 nm) embedded in air for various angles of incidence. Insets: Field
plots of the averaged electromagnetic field at the resonances (50◦, 420 nm),(40◦, 450 nm)
and (20◦, 490 nm). Color range: yellow – high field strength; black – low field strength.
To emphasize the mode structure, the fields in the plots are scaled independently.
Hence, one can find a correlation between the number of maxima and the LSPR
number: The nth-order LSPR mode has n field maxima. In further MMP calculation
in which the losses of silver were artificially set to zero, it was possible to even excite
the fifth-order mode having five field maxima (not shown). Note, Lyvers et al. also
reported on such higher-order modes in similar structures [25].
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5.3 CSP Model
To explain the higher-order modes we come back to the result of section 3.3: p-
polarized light inside arrays of infinitely long nanowires can be understood as propa-
gating surface plasmons. As these surface plasmons have a different nature than sur-
face plasmons on single nanowires we call them Collective Surface Plasmons (CSPs).
Let us consider now an array of nanorods of finite length h. The CSPs will be
excited e.g. at the top of the nanorods by a p-polarized incident plane wave (~kinc).
This is in fact possible, because for finite h, the translational symmetry along the z
axis is broken – hence no crossing with the light line is required – and momentum
can be transferred. Moreover, optical plane-wave excitation may be accomplished
also at angles β varying between 0◦ and 90◦ with respect to the z axis. The excited
CSP propagates down the nanorods, experiencing partial reflection and transmission
at the bottom face. While the reflected portion propagates back along the rods, the
transmitted part of the CSP decays to light and constitutes a transmitted plane
wave with wave vector ~ktrans (see figure 5.7). Note that the transmitted wave leaves
the array structure at exactly the same angle β at which the exciting wave was
incident, since all CSPs have the same group velocity when traveling through the
array of uniform thickness h. Nevertheless, note also that the phase lag ∆ϕ of the
transmitted with respect to the incident wave depends on several factors, such as
the nanorod length h, the angle of incidence β, as well as the wavelength.
Figure 5.4: Model of the nanorod array combined with a depiction of the lateral field
distribution of a collective surface plasmon (CSP).
That part of the CSP that is reflected propagates up the nanorods, is partly
reflected at the top face as well, propagates down the nanorods again, and is super-
imposed on the first CSP. This effect is similar to multiple reflections in a dielectric
slab. Hence, the nanorod array acts as a resonator promoting the formation of
a standing-wave pattern (cf. figure 5.4). The standing-wave condition for such a
resonator reads
kz =
m · pi + Φ
h
(5.1)
where m is an odd integer, Φ a specific phase jump that occurs upon reflection of the
CSPs at the extremities of the nanorods, and h the length of the nanorods. Inserting
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kz into the dispersion relation then directly yields the resonance wavelengths for a
given interrod separation d (see figure 5.5).
Procedure: in:
out:
mode number
length
distance
geometry
res. frequency
-> wavelength
materials
Figure 5.5: Procedure for calculating the resonance frequencies/wavelengths using the
dispersion relation from figure 3.5.
The phase jump Φ depends on the area density, i.e., the absolute number of
nanorods per µm2: for small densities (large d) Φ is close to zero, while for high
densities (small d) Φ → pi. This can clearly be seen from the plots of the electric
near field within the nanorod arrays; for large d or isolated nanorods, high electric
field intensities occur at the extremities (figure 5.6b and 5.6c), whilst for small d the
fields at the ends are minimal (see figure 5.6a). Nullifying the field at the ends of
the nanorods is possible only through destructive interference of CSPs (⇒ Φ ≈ pi).
Unfortunately, it is not possible to give exact numbers for Φ due to “end effects”
similar to those found for individual nanorods [65, 66].
Nevertheless, by assuming a phase jump of pi for small d, we are able to quan-
titatively predict the plasmon resonance wavelengths for any CSP mode in such
an array structure. As an example, we calculated the resonances for a square gold
nanorod array with h = 300 nm, 2R = 25 nm, and d = 60 nm embedded in an AAO
matrix with refractive index nAAO = 1.6 using both the CSP model and MMP. We
obtain the following values for the first three modes:
mode m kz [µm
−1] f [1014Hz] λCSP [nm] λMMP [nm]
1 1 20.94 4.34 691 690
2 3 41.89 4.67 642 650
3 5 62.83 5.01 598 610
Note that, as the MMP calculations show, the upward- and downward-propagating
plasmons interfere asymmetrically for modes with m = 2, 4, 6, . . . resulting in a
relatively high transmittance instead of resonances. Hence, only the odd m are
counted as modes.
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Figure 5.6: Three electric-field plots showing the phase-averaged electric field (a) in a
nanorod array (MMP, β = 25◦ and λ = 690 nm), (b) on an isolated nanorod and (c) of two
SPPs (propagating in opposite directions) forming a standing wave on an isolated cylinder
with Φ = 0.
As a result, for the first three resonances the CSP values are in good agreement
with the peak positions of the MMP calculations. For the first mode they match
quite exactly, for the higher ones only a small deviation can be observed. Hence, the
CSP model with its Fabry-Pe´rot-like resonances is able to predict the higher-order
resonances quite accurately. However, note that the model has its short-comings,
too:
• For the sake of simplicity, kx and ky were set to zero in the dispersion relation
calculations (section 3.3), as otherwise the numerical eigenvalue search needed
to obtain the dispersion relation becomes very challenging and error-prone.
Since the higher-order modes are at higher β where also kx should be larger,
the mismatch between the CSP values and the MMP results increases with
increasing mode number.
• The assumption Φ = pi might be less true for the higher-order modes, as
their wavelength is short and, e.g., they are more sensitive to the shape of the
endings. This might also contribute to the mismatch.
• Using the CSP model one can only calculate the resonance wavelength of
the different modes. It is not possible to determine the angle-of-incidence
dependence of the modes as shown for the first LSPR with the DIM (see
section 4.2.1).
The MMP model was further used to get an impression of the CSPs propagating
through the structures. Therefore, phase-resolved electric-field plots (see figure 5.7)
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rather than time-averaged values were computed here. As depicted, a p-polarized
plane wave (~kinc) is incident on a nanorod array at an angle β of 28.6
◦, and exits
the structure at the bottom face at the same angle (~ktrans). The field distribution
changes dramatically within the array with the excitation phase. As the excitation
is a continuous wave, a true plasmon propagation cannot be resolved. However,
because of damping and off-resonant excitation, the reflected CSP will be weak or
even negligible. Hence, only little interference is present, and the CSP may propagate
quasi-unaffected along the nanorods in figure 5.7.
Δφ
kinc
E
β
300 nmktrans
E
Figure 5.7: Calculated electric-field distribution for a p-polarized plane wave hitting the
gold nanorod array (MMP, h = 300 nm, 2R = 22 nm, d = 60 nm, nAAO = 1.6) at an angle
β = 28.6◦ (external angle 50◦). The free-space wavelength is λ = 760 nm and the plot is
phase-resolved. ∆ϕ (here ∼ 90◦ – see figure 5.8) is the phase delay of the p component
due to the array.
5.4 Phase Jump of the Transmitted Light
Furthermore, additional support for the CSP hypothesis is provided by the phase
of the transmitted wave, in particular the phase difference between its s- and p-
polarized components. According to the CSP dispersion curve we expect the p com-
ponent to propagate significantly more slowly through the array than the s com-
ponent, leading to a phase difference that increases with h. In figure 5.8a, results
of MMP calculations are plotted. They confirm the CSP theory, showing drastic
phase changes in the plasmonically active regime. Most interestingly, we observe
an oscillatory behavior of the phase for angles smaller than the angle of the first
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resonance (mode 1). However, for larger angles a phase jump of 2pi occurs. This
holds also for the next resonance (mode 2), leading to an overall phase jump of 4pi,
and so forth.
Figure 5.8: Extinction spectra for p-polarized light and phase between the s and p
components of a gold nanorod array (h = 300 nm, 2R = 25 nm, d = 60 nm, nAAO = 1.6).
(a) Calculations on square arrays. Note, in MMP phases of plane waves are in the range
(-180◦,180◦] which leads to unphysical jumps in the phase behavior. Hence, multiples
of 2pi were added to obtain continuous curves. (b) Measurements on quasi-hexagonal
arrays. For determining the phase, arcsin(sin(∆)) was used up to 30◦, while for larger
angles arccos(+ cos(∆)) (solid line) and 360◦ − arccos(− cos(∆)) (dashed line) were used,
respectively.
To verify these results experimentally, we performed spectroscopic measurements
of the phase difference ∆ between p- and s-polarized light occurring upon transmis-
sion through a nanorod array, using the method of rotating-analyzer ellipsometry.
The array parameters were similar to the ones used in our CSP and MMP calcu-
lations, i.e., h = 300 nm, 2R = 25 nm, and d = 60 nm; however, the lattice was
quasi-hexagonal again. The results are plotted in figure 5.8b and confirm the calcu-
lated properties. The differences in amplitude and peak position between theory and
experiment can be explained as in section 5.2. Note that it is not possible to measure
phase changes ≥ 2pi by ellipsometry, since two waves with a phase difference of 2pi
are indistinguishable, at least when continuous-wave excitation is used, like in our
experiment. Hence, it is legitimate to add a phase increment of 2pi to the left-hand
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resonance branch, in order to make the data match the calculations. Note also that,
as the extinction in the vicinity of the resonance peak is very pronounced, it would
be very difficult and erroneous to assign absolute phase values to the measured data.
However, the characteristics of the ellipsometric measurements agree very well with
the calculations, showing that the CSP model not only fits with other numerical
results, but also is in agreement with the experimental observations.
5.5 Polarization Conversion
One promising application of these findings in nanorod arrays is polarization conver-
sion. When illuminating a 2D nanorod array with light polarized linearly at 45◦ with
respect to the plane of incidence, we generate, in general, elliptically polarized light,
due to the phase lag ∆ between the p and s components. To prove this prediction,
we arranged two polarization filters orthogonal to each other after the light source
such that light transmission was prevented. We then inserted a nanorod structure
in-between the two filters and scanned the angle of incidence. For β = 0◦, the
structure behaves isotropically and, hence, no light is transmitted. For increasing β,
though, CSPs become excited and a resonance appears for the p component. Then,
light passes through the array structure with an angle-dependent spectrum as shown
in figure 5.9. By quantitatively comparing the optical densities (OD) between 640
and 780 nm, we find that the transmission increases from OD > 5 to OD ≈ 1.2
when β is swept from 0◦ to 40◦. With the normal extinction at normal incidence
measuring around OD ≈ 0.7 and the device not beeing optimized yet, the perfor-
mance of this polarization converter is very remarkable. Hence, metallic nanorod
arrays are promising candidates for novel applications in micro- and nano-optical
devices.
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Figure 5.9: Extinction of a gold nanorod array structure for (a) the normal (p-polarized)
and (b) the X-pol (cross-polarized) case for various incident angles. The two different
setups are sketched as insets. Note that the two polarization filters work reliably only
between 440 and 780 nm.
6 Negative Refraction
The last point of the considerations in the linear regime is negative refraction.
Negative refraction means that light propagating from one medium to another is not
refracted towards or away from the surface normal as in ordinary refraction optics,
but it is reflected at the normal – i.e. it is refracted into the negative direction.
In nature, materials showing negative refraction for propagating waves are not ex-
isting. However, when structuring and composing metals/dielectrics on the nanoscale,
one can obtain novel materials with artificial optical properties (metamaterials)
which show negative refraction. In this section we will investigate metallic nanorod
arrays – a metamaterial – regarding their negative refraction properties.
The outline of this section is as follows: first, an overview over negative refraction
will be given, then MMP simulations showing the light propagation inside the arrays
will be presented before the dipolar interaction model will be used to get some deeper
insight into negative refraction in nanorod arrays. Furthermore, the application of
the structures as a nanolens will be elaborated.
6.1 Overview
One of the first papers about negative refraction was published by the Russian physi-
cist Vesalago in 1968. He predicted that light is negatively refracted at an interface
between a positive-index material and a negative-index material as sketched 6.1.
However, his prediction from behind the iron curtain did not gain much attention
in the scientific western world.
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Figure 6.1: Schematic representation of (a), (b) positive and (c) negative refraction.
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A new millennium had to arrive before Pendry rediscovered it in 2000 by report-
ing about “Negative refraction makes a perfect lens” [67]. He proposed that a slab
of negative-index material can act as a lens and provide a perfect image (see sketch
6.2). In order to overcome the diffraction limit and to provide a perfect image, the
slab has to collect and “amplify” the evanescent waves of the object which are lost
in conventional lenses (also figure 6.2).
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Figure 6.2: Sketches of (a) the ray optics and (b) the evanescent waves inside a perfect
lens.
After that proposal, this time an extensive research began on metamaterials.
First, negative refraction was quickly shown in the microwave regime using arrays of
split-ring resonators [68, 69]. Then the resonators were scaled down and simplified
to reach the THz/IR region in the following years [70, 71, 72], and later on the
visible regime [73]. Besides these successes, the losses of the negative-index materials
increased with decreasing wavelengths. The main reasons were the high absorption
of metals in the visible regime on one side and the needed resonance on the other side.
Furthermore, most negative-index materials show negative refraction only within a
narrow spectral bandwidth. Hence, they are not very suitable for a perfect lens in
the visible regime.
As researches noticed that, alternative concepts were tried out. For example
photonic crystals having a negative dispersion and, hence, group velocity were one
candidate [74] – however, they showed image distortions. A second candidate were
poor man’s lenses – stacks of dielectric-plasmonic/phononic slabs. Their imaging
possiblities have been demonstrated in the UV [75] and IR regime [76]. But, as they
offer  < 0 only, they do not support propagating waves and are restricted to small
thicknesses.
A further alternative was found with metallic nanowire arrays. They do not
exhibit a negative µ but an indefinite  instead (for example z < 0 and x/y > 0).
This asymmetry leads to an equifrequency contour which has a hyperbolic shape
in the kx/y-kz plane [34, 35]. Hence, any real kx/y has a real solution in kz [34]
(even though k is limited in realistic materials). This means that waves which
would be evanescent in free space can propagate in such materials. So, when placing
the object directly in front of the array, no amplification of the evanescent waves
is needed as they are transported instead [77]. In fact, we found first evidence
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for negative refraction in our calculations in 2007, realizations of such nanowire
materials showing all-angle negative refraction in the visible regime were reported
in 2008 by others [78, 79]. As the arrays were operated away from their resonances,
they showed low losses. In 2010, it was then demonstrated that these structures also
show super-resolution in the IR region at very low losses [4].
Within this thesis the following questions now naturally arise: Can we obtain
negative refraction in metallic nanorod arrays, too, in spite of the clear resonances?
And, can the arrays be used for building a nanolens in the visible regime? These
questions will be discussed in the next subsections.
6.2 MMP Calculations
Before we start our considerations, we will define negative refraction exactly. By
negative refraction we understand that, when a plane wave is incident on the array at
an oblique angle, the component of the Poynting vector (power flux density) parallel
to the surface, Sx, must possess the opposite direction inside the array as compared
to outside.
To show that negative refraction can be obtained in gold nanorod arrays as well,
we first conducted MMP calculations (with h = 300 nm, 2R = 25 nm, d = 100 nm,
air). In figure 6.3 a resulting field plot is shown. One can see the wave fronts of the
Poynting vector field obeying negative refraction at the structure-air interfaces, i.e.,
exhibiting a negative flux Sx inside the structure.
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Figure 6.3: Field plot of a nanorod array showing negative refraction. A plane wave
hits the nanorod array at an angle β = 25◦. The phase-resolved field plot of the Poynting
vector S shows wave fronts inside the array that have a negative slope.
Furthermore, in figure 6.4 the associated Poynting vector flux is plotted for var-
ious incidence angles and wavelengths. A strong negative flux can be observed for
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small angles of incident and wavelengths around 750 nm which interestingly changes
its sign at the LSPR when passing to 700 nm. Hence, we observe that both negative
and extraordinary positive refraction1 can occur depending on the wavelength.
β
b)
a)
Figure 6.4: Map of the flux inside an array for various incident angles β and wavelengths.
The depicted parallel flux Sx is normalized with respect to the free-space flux (Sx0 = 1).
Values of Sx < 0 (blue color) indicate negative and values > 1 extraordinary positive flux.
6.3 DIM Explanations
To investigate this behavior in more detail, the dipolar interaction model can be
applied again. The Poynting vector inside a spheroid array was already derived in
section 3.4. It was found that the angle of the Poynting vector at the dipole positions
can be calculated by:
βintern = arctan
(
Re{fz sin β (
√
−D∗y α∗array,z sin β)}
Re{fx cos β (
√
−D∗y α∗array,z sin β)}
)
(6.1)
with Dy being the dipole sum for the H field, and fx/z being the mediator between
the single nanorod and the array:
fx/z =
1
1− Cx/z αxy/z =
αarray,x/z
αxy/z
. (6.2)
The resulting spectral dependences are plotted in fig. 6.5 (h = 100 nm, 2R = 20 nm,
d = 60 nm, n=1.5). Like in the MMP simulations, both negative and positive
refraction can be observed. However with the DIM, we clearly see that the flux is
correlated to the long-axis extinction peak and that its sign is different on the red
and blue side of the peak: on resonance the Poynting vector parallel to the surface
is zero, for shorter wavelengths we have a positive flux, while on the red side the flux
1 refraction away from the surface normal despite the light already comes from the optically
thinnest ordinary medium: vacuum
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is negative. This finding can resolve the contradiction that Wurtz et al. [24] found
surface plasmons propagating parallel to the surface in an extended mode, whereas
we found collective surface plasmons propagating perpendicularly to the surface,
forming higher-order modes – see section 5 or [29]. Both directions are possible, but
depending on the spectral position either the parallel or the perpendicular one is
preferred.
σ
β
β
Figure 6.5: Negative refraction in a Au spheroid array (h = 100 nm, 2R = 20 nm,
d = 60 nm, n=1.5). Top row: Extinction of the array and of an isolated particle (not to
scale) for different β (5, 20 and 60◦). Bottom row: The angle of the Poynting vector inside
the structure, βintern, indicates regions of negative and extraordinary positive refraction.
For comparison, the incident angle β is plotted.
To explain that in more detail, it is worth simplifying eq. 6.1 (see also section
3.3). For small incident angles β or if Arg{√ − D∗y α∗array,z} ≈ 0, which is the
case for the parameters considered here, the angle of the Poynting vector can be
approximated by
βintern ≈ arctan
(
f ′z sin β
f ′x cos β
)
. (6.3)
The x component of the mediating function f ′x is always positive as Re{1−Cxαxy} >
0 due to the small polarizability in x direction. This means, Sz points in -z direction
like for the incoming plane wave. In the case of f ′z, the polarizability αz can be large
enough to give denominators smaller than zero in eq. 6.2. Hence, f ′z and βintern can
become negative. However, fz is a complex number and rotates its phase at the
extinction maximum (see figure 6.6): to the right of the resonance the phase is close
to -180◦ and to the left close to 0◦. This explains the switch from negative to positive
flux here and in the MMP results.
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Figure 6.6: Correlations between the blueshift, the phase φ of αz, the mediating factor
fz and the negative refraction. Parameters are the same as in figure 6.5. On the blue side
of the single/array resonance φsingle/array turns by 180
◦. Hence, in-between the resonances
fz gets negative leading to the negative refraction.
Furthermore, even the spectral characteristics of fz can be understood by taking
into account that it mediates between the polarizabilities of the array and of the
single nanorod (see eq. 6.2). As the phase of αz is close to 180
◦ left of the single-
particle resonance and the phase of αarray,z is roughly 0
◦ right of the array resonance,
fz acquires a phase close to -180
◦ between the two resonances (see figure 6.6). In
all other regions, αz and αarray,z are in phase, i.e., f
′
z is positive. Hence, the flux
is negative only in the range between the single-nanorod resonance and the array
resonance. Furthermore, as αz and αarray,z need to be opposite in phase in order
to produce a negative f ′z, a general rule can be derived: Negative refraction in
particle arrays occurs only if the resonance of the array is significantly
shifted with respect to the single-particle resonance. This is a very impor-
tant design parameter for negatively refracting materials made of nanorod/nanowire
arrays. Finally, note that using eq. 6.1 instead of eq. 6.3 leads to a blueshift of the
zero crossing by no more than 5 nm and that the phase behavior of fz was confirmed
by the MMP calculations (not shown).
In conclusion, it has been shown that negative refraction in metallic nanorod
arrays is possible. The LSPR does not prevent the negative refraction but it de-
termines a limiting wavelength at which the flux inside the structure changes its
sign. Hence, for wavelengths below the resonance wavelength an extraordinary pos-
itive Poynting vector flux can be observed. Overall, a strong tie was found between
the blueshift of the resonance (cf. section 4.1) and negative refraction: without the
blueshift no negative refraction occurs.
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6.4 Nanolensing
6.4.1 Introduction
After we have shown that negative refraction can be obtained also in metallic
nanorod arrays, we will now address the nanolens. As pointed out before, Casse et
al. have shown that metallic nanowire arrays can be used for sub-diffraction imaging
in the IR region [4]. However, these structures do not provide the amplification of
the evanescent waves which an ideal negative-index material would deliver. Hence,
the object to be imaged has to sit directly on the lens to provide sub-diffraction
imaging. This strongly narrows the applicability of this type of lens.
Therefore, the aim with our nanolens is different: We would like to image ob-
jects in the visible regime which are a certain distance away from the lens. Such a
nanolens would be diffraction limited but could then be used to separate a fragile
object (quantum dot, molecule, cell, . . . ) from a detector (e.g. SNOM) in order
to prevent mechanical interactions without loosing depth information. As the sub-
diffraction imaging does not apply anymore for such a lens, it competes with conven-
tional diffraction-limited optics, which also separates the object from the detector.
However due to its nanoscale dimensions, a nanolens can be much more tightly
integrated – for example with a CCD – which opens the door for novel applications.
In the following, simulations of metallic nanorod structures were performed in or-
der to find optimal condition for which nanolensing is possible in the visible regime.
An emphasize has been laid on finding realistic parameter, i.e., structure parame-
ters that are fabricable and typical measurement environments. Furthermore, the
imaging properties of such an optimized nanolens has been studied in more detail.
6.4.2 Simulations
For simulating the nanolens, a dipole was place above a gold nanorod array and we
looked for a hotspot underneath the array. These calculations were not as straight
forward as one might think: Since the dipole breaks the discrete translation sym-
metry, periodic boundary conditions are not applicable any more (cf. section 3.1).
This means that in principle one has to take into account hundreds of individual
nanorods below the dipole. This exceeds all state-of-the-art computational resources
and, hence, another way had to be found. We solved that by separating the problem
in three steps:
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1. The dipole was expanded at the dielectric-nanolens interface into plane waves
having angles β = 0 . . . 80◦ 2 and expansion coefficients a(β, λ).
2. Then for each plane wave the transmission coefficients b(β, λ) through the
array was calculated by using our standard MMP model. Note that possible
losses due to reflections at the structure are already included at this point.
3. The resulting expansion coefficient c(β, λ) = a(β, λ)·b(β, λ) was calculated and
the image of the field below the structure was constructed by superimposing
the different plane waves for a given wavelength λ.
From section 4.2.2 we know that the transmission properties are independent of
the azimuthal angle. Hence, the problem was simplified by assuming a rotational
symmetry, using the azimuthal angle θ = 0◦ and matching the 3D dipole to the
plane waves in the x-z plane only. For these calculations a home-built 2D MMP
code was used.
With this code the nanolensing properties of the nanorod arrays were studied.
First, to prevent unwanted reflections from interfaces, the whole system was sur-
rounded by n = 1.5 media: The AAO matrix was left as it already has a refractive
index of that value, immersion oil on the detector side can be used and surrounding
liquids on the object side can often be tuned to n = 1.5 as well. Then a fixed
length of h = 300 nm was chosen for the nanorods, as this is fabricable. Hence, only
the diameter and the distance were the free tunable parameters. However, as they
are not necessarily independent due to the fabrication procedure (see section 2.1.1),
the realistic parameter space was further limited. Nevertheless, from our previous
considerations using the DIM we know how the diameter and the distance influence
the spectral properties of the array. As the negative reflection is connected to the
LSPR – it always occurs on its red side – that knowledge could be used. Due to
the occurrence on the red side and the relatively high absorption of gold for small
wavelengths, the deep red region was chosen for the nanolens to operate.
6.4.3 Results
One configuration we found particularly promising has a diameter of 2R = 30 nm
and a distance of d = 70 nm. Such a structure can be fabricated with the standard
AAO template technique and has its resonance wavelength at 640 nm. As depicted in
figure 6.7, the nanolensing begins somewhere around 660 nm, shows a good imaging
quality starting with 800 nm and covers a broad range up to the near-infrared region
(not shown). By nanolensing we understand that the time-averaged field plots show
a maximum (“focus”) below the nanorod structure at a certain distance. Left and
right of the maximum two lobes appear, i.e., we have a diffraction-limited image of
the dipole.
2 For β > 80◦ the transmission through the array is so low that they were neglected.
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Figure 6.7: Time-averaged plots of a dipole 100 nm above a gold nanorod nanolens
(h = 300 nm, 2R = 30 nm, d = 70 nm, n = 1.5) for wavelengths of 680, 740, 800, 860 and
920 nm. Note, the object dipole is masked by a sphere (otherwise the field pictures would
explode as the dipole has a singularity at its origin), the lens is masked by a black bar and
the plotted fields of the image are scaled independently from the object field. The color
range is: white/yellow – high field strength; black – low field strength.
For the case of λ = 800 nm the two lobes have minima which are 2r = 750 nm
away from each other. Hence, it is possible to estimate the numerical aperture of
such a nanolens:
NA =
λ
2r
= 1.06 , (6.4)
which lies between the theoretical maxima of conventional lenses in air and water.
It is more complicated to give a proper statement for the throughput/efficiency of
the lens, because of the dipole having a singularity at its origin. Hence, one would
have to chose a more realistic object (e.g. quantum dot, metal nanoparticle) for
such considerations and conduct the calculation for that specific case. Nevertheless,
in that wavelength regime and for the given thickness of the nanolens typical optical
densities are ∼ 0.06 for 0◦, ∼ 0.3 for 45◦ and ∼ 1.0 for 75◦. Hence, for a plasmonic
system the absorption is rather low, which can be seen by the equally-scaled filed
plots in figure 6.9.
The lensing properties of such a nanorod array structure are different to a con-
ventional lens. For a nanolens the final image is not mirrored since the objects get
imaged twice: once inside the lens and another time after the lens (cf. figure 6.2a).
This leads to interesting effects. For example, when rotating the upper dipole also
the image dipole underneath the structure rotates in the same direction which is
depicted in the phase-resolve field plots in figure 6.8. Furthermore, when the dipole
is retracted, also the image dipole moves linearly in the same direction. In figure
6.9 this is depicted for several dipole-nanolens distances.
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Figure 6.8: Time-resolve plots of a dipole 100 nm above a gold nanorod nanolens (h =
300 nm, 2R = 30 nm, d = 70 nm, n = 1.5, λ = 800 nm) for dipole angles of 0, 22.5, 45,
67.5 and 90◦.
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500 nm
Figure 6.9: Time-averaged plots of a dipole above a gold nanorod nanolens (h = 300 nm,
2R = 30 nm, d = 70 nm, n = 1.5, λ = 800 nm) for distances of 100, 160, 220, 280 and
340 nm. Note, all fields are to scale and only for 340 nm the lobes disappear.
When investigating the retraction more quantitatively by plotting the position
of the maximum of the image vs the dipole position (see figure 6.10), one observes
that the distance behavior is wavelength independent. The slope for all curves is
the same, however, the cutoff at −300 nm (the lower side of the nanolens) is reached
faster for longer wavelengths. This means that the negative refraction is weaker for
longer wavelengths, which coincides with the findings of section 6.3. Viewed from
the object side, for too large dipole-nanolens distances, no focus will form inside
the lens anymore and, hence, no image below the lens will build up. Further on, for
small dipole-nanolens distances < 50 nm, the slope deviates from the linear behavior.
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The reason is that for small distances higher angles contribute much more in the
expansion of a dipole into plane waves and that the transmittance of the higher-
angle plane waves is rather low. Therefore, we obtain an ill-defined focus. For
longer wavelengths the effective distance is lower and, hence, the effect is stronger.
Surprisingly, the retraction in the constant slope regime does not scale as ex-
pected from the perfect lens theory: the distance between the dipole and the image
dipole is not twice the nanolens thickness (600 nm) and also not constant. It varies
with the dipole-nanolens distance which can also be seen in figure 6.10: for a constant
object-image distance the slope should be one which is not the case.
Figure 6.10: Distance dependence between a dipole and its image mediated by a gold
nanorod nanolens (h = 300 nm, 2R = 30 nm, d = 70 nm, n = 1.5) for wavelengths as
indicated. Note, zero is at the top and −300 nm at the bottom of the lens.
In conclusion, nanolenses consisting of gold nanorod arrays were simulated using
a home-built 2D MMP code. Realistic parameters for the structures were found such
that nanolensing was possible. As a test case, a dipole placed at a certain distance
away from the lens was imaged to the other side. The lens showed a NA = 1.06
and a relatively high transmittance. Using silver nanorods instead might further
lower the losses and allow an operation with shorter wavelengths. Furthermore,
unusual imaging properties of such a nanolens were observed: The image dipole
moves linearly and it rotates in the same direction as the object dipole, which is
not the case for conventional optics. Hence, nanolenses consisting of gold nanorod
array structures show promising features and seem to be well suited for integrated
nano-optical devices.

7 Concluding Remarks
In this part of the thesis we have worked out how the linear optical properties of
metallic nanorod arrays can be understood. We were especially interested to know
to which extent an array of nanoparticles differs from a single particles. Using the
dipolar interaction model and localized surface plasmons we found:
• The LSPR of an array is blueshifted in comparison to a single nanorod.
• For varying lengths the LSPR of the array has a lower-energy limit.
• The LSPR of the array shows a stronger diameter dependence.
• The array is more sensitive to the dielectric surroundings than a single rod.
• The spectral dependence on the metal is similar in both cases.
• The LSPR of an array has a best excitation angle below 90◦.
• The arrays show no dependence on the azimuthal angle and the arrangement.
For longer nanorods, propagating surface plasmons are better suited for under-
standing the experimental results. We found that Fabry-Pe´rot-like oscillations of
collective surface plasmons can describe the different LSPRs – including higher-
order resonances. The slow propagation of the CSPs leads to a phase lag of the p
component of the light which resulted in phase jumps at the resonances and was
used for polarization conversion.
Besides these more conventional optical properties we also found negative refrac-
tion in metallic nanorod arrays. Inside the arrays negative refraction occurs always
on the red side of the LSPR. For smaller wavelengths the strong in-plane Poynting
vector flux, which is responsible for the negative refraction, changes its sign leading
to an extraordinary positive refraction. We explained that with the DIM and found
a general design principles: Negative refraction occurs only if the resonance of the
array is significantly shifted with respect to the single-particle resonance.
Finally, we exploited negative refraction for nanolensing. Using MMP calcu-
lations we found realistic parameters for a nanorod-based nanolens in the visible
regime. The unique feature of our lens is that it can image objects a certain dis-
tance away on the nanoscale. The nanolens showed a NA of 1.06 and superlens-like
features such as identical rotation and linear translation of image and object.
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The Past
Now, the work of others on metallic nanorod arrays and similar structures will be
discussed in the context to this thesis in order to obtain a comprehensive picture of
the structures.
In 2006 Atkinson et al. from Belfast first published about the nanorod array
structures [5]. Besides a report on the fabrication and angle-dependent transition
measurements, they also introduced a Maxwell-Garnett based theory in order to de-
scribe the optical properties. With two free parameters they were able to adjust the
position (by setting “γz”) and the width (by altering the gold dielectric function
1) of
the LSPR. Hence, they were able to simulate angle-dependent transmission spectra
for s- and p-polarized light. However, they did not observe the best excitation an-
gle, higher-order modes or the low-energy limit. Furthermore, as they used a mixing
theory it was not possible for them to investigate the influence of the arrangement
or of the azimuthal angle or to obtain near-field plots.
In 2007 we applied for the graded-structures patent [12] and Dickson et al. (also
from Belfast) partly loaded the structures with a dielectric leading to an expected
peak shift [80]. Furthermore, the Belfast group showed some first near-field plots
obtained with FEM (with visible unphysical artifacts) and reported how one can
etch a small shell around the nanorods into the AAO [81].
In 2008 we found higher-order modes in silver nanorod arrays and showed MMP
near-field plots [10]. Furthermore, Wurtz et al. (Belfast group) found a mode prop-
agating parallel to the surface, whereas we reported on modes propagating perpen-
dicularly to the surface (the CSPs) which form the LSPRs [29]. The concept of a
perpendicularly propagating mode was supported by Lyvers et al. who found such a
mode in arrays of nanowires more or less simultaneously. Also in the same year and
also simultaneously, all-angle negative refraction in nanowire arrays was reported
by the groups of Sridhar [35, 79] and Zhang [34, 78]. Both groups showed negative
refraction experimentally and theoretically by mixing theories (Bruggeman’s theory
and a Maxwell-Garnett-based theory, respectively).
In 2009 Tserkezis et al. applied a layer KKR method to short nanorod arrays
[38]. They found that the LSPR slightly redshifts due to the substrate and confirmed
the in-plane plasmon mode. In the same year Camelio et al. used a static dipolar
interaction model for silver nanoparticle arrays including capping and substrate
effects [50].
Finally in 2010, Casse et al. showed sub-diffraction superlensing with nanowire
arrays [4] and we introduced the retarded dipolar interaction model, which solved
the contradiction between parallel and perpendicularly propagating modes [39].
1 They also annealed the samples to obtain a better crystallinity. This resulted in sharper peaks
and supports their choice.
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The Present
Looking at the results from the past four years, we notice that the linear optical
properties seem to be qualitatively well understood by using a combination of mixing
theories, the CSP model and the DIM. Most experimental curiosities were explained
and theoretical contradictions resolved. However, the glance on the quantitative side
is not so pleasant. Many problems arise due to:
• The experimental dielectric functions differ on the nanoscale from the tabu-
lated bulk values [82].
• The metal of the structure is not monocrystalline and the grain size varies.
• Surface contaminations (e.g. from the fabrication process) alter the optical
properties strongly (cf. section 4.4.2).
• The substrate – especially the ground gold layer – increases the computational
complexity enormously.
• The structures are not perfect. The lattice is only quasi-hexagonal and the
nanorods are neither identical nor perfectly shaped. In contrast, in the calcu-
lation only the ideal case can be considered.
Of course, the full numerical methods match the reality the best. Nowadays
MMP and FEM deliver reasonable near-field plots and predict spectral feature with
an acceptable accuracy – however only in the frequency domain and for linear in-
teractions.
The Future
On the calculation side a few things can be improved in the future. As discussed
in section 3.4.3, the DIM should deliver more quantitative results by considering
better suited geometrical factors, including the substrate as well as incorporating
dynamic depolarization and radiative damping effects. Furthermore, higher-order
modes might also be modeled by considering stacked nanorod layers.
MMP shows difficulties with too complex 3D structures as Smajic et al. pointed
out [26]. However, since the MaX-1 MMP code got open sourced, new layer expan-
sion have been incorporated. They might help in modeling metallic nanorod arrays
including the ground gold layer.
The advantage of FEM is: Moore’s law. FEM algorithms are nowadays very
matured and benefit directly from increasing computational resources, which allow
one to decrease grid sizes or to include further geometrical features. Hence, unless
Moore’s becomes invalid more and more realistic structures can be simulated.
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An relatively new alternative to FEM is DG. Because it uses higher-order basis
functions and can describe rounded geometries perfectly by curved elements [21], it
might be possible to simulate the structures with DG soon (see figure 7.1). As it is
commonly used in the time domain, also nonlinear processes may be incorporated.
Figure 7.1: Field plot of a metallic nanorod excited by a laser pulse. Despite the coarse
mesh of this 2D DG simulations, curved elements allow for an artifact-free image [21].
Note, the outer frame shows the field distribution without the excitation field. (Courtesy
of Andreas Hille, IAPP, 2010.)
Besides the calculations also the prospects of the structures themselves are promis-
ing. They will be discussed in the general outlook in section 9. Here, the losses will
be addressed only. For practical application of nanorod arrays (e.g. for nanolenses
or superlenses), it will be important to get the light transmission as high as possible
– ideally in the region of glass. Hence, to get the losses under control one has either
to reduce them or to overcome them.
The reduction of losses in the visible regime is problematic because of the high
plasmon damping in silver and especially in gold structures. Alternatively, one might
overcome them by amplifying the surface plasmons inside the structures. After
Bergman and Stockman proposed the SPASER – surface plasmon amplification by
stimulated emission of radiation – in 2003 [83], Jan Seidel et al. showed in a proof-
of-principle experiment that surface plasmon amplification is indeed possible [84].
But the gain they obtained was five orders of magnitude smaller than the losses.
So, when one wants to overcome the losses in nanorod arrays, it seems that a sim-
ple optimization is not sufficient and a fundamental understanding of the ultrafast
processes in these structures is needed. In the next section this will be done.
Part III
Nonlinear Optical Properties

8 Ultrafast Dynamics
After the extensive treatment of the linear optical properties in the preceding
chapters, we will advance one step and look into the nonlinear regime here. Pump-
probe measurements on gold nanorod arrays are conducted in order to investigate
their ultrafast dynamics. To obtain a clear picture of the underlying processes, the
measured kinetics are extensively analyzed by extracting transient spectra as well as
transient dielectric functions.
The linear optical properties of the structures have been exhaustively investigated
and when one looks forwards two major fields lie ahead: (i) active plasmonics and
(ii) nonlinear plasmonics.
Active plasmonics means that the plasmonic resonance is coupled to an active
material. For example, the structures can be filled with molecules or quantum dots
(QDs) as an active material, while the transmission properties are monitored. Wurtz
et al. did that with strongly absorbing J-aggregates and found a hybridization of
the two absorption modes due to strong coupling [85]. However, when one wants to
use the active material for amplifying the SPR to overcome losses (as in a SPASER
[83]), looking on the cw transmission/absorption is not sufficient. Because the effect
is in the first place rather weak – Seidel et al. obtained in their proof-of-principle
experiment only a relative gain of ∼ 10−5 [84] –, more elaborative techniques are
needed to find the initial gain and to optimize it. For example, one can check the
lifetimes of the excited states of the molecules/QDs inside the structures: If the
active material amplifies the SPR, then the lifetime is shortened dramatically.
pump
probe
detector
blocker
delay sample
Figure 8.1: Schematics of pump-probe measurements.
One option – photoluminescence measurements – is not applicable here, as the
excited molecules/QDs should amplify the SPR and not decay radiatively. Hence,
femtosecond pump-probe measurements have to be conducted to get some insights
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into the occupation state of the active material. In such measurements an intense
pump pulse excites the active material to higher states and a second, weaker pulse
probes the occupation of these excited states by monitoring the time-dependent
transmission change at a specific wavelength (see figure 8.1). Unfortunately, when
conducting initial pump-probe experiments on QDs in nanorod arrays, we found the
QD signal being drowned in a very strong response from the gold structure itself.
Therefore, the lifetime of the excited states could not be measured and it became
clear that the ultrafast dynamics of the structures needs to be understood first.
This directly leads us to the second field: nonlinear plasmonics. As in non-
linear optics nearly everything is included here which is not linear and, hence, a
wide field is spanned from second- and third-harmonic generation (SHG/THG) over
two-photon photoluminescence (TPPL) to pump-probe experiments and more. In
the plasmonic context the nonlinear regime was already exploited, for example, for
local frequency doubling/tripling [86] or for local white-light generation [87]. More
specifically for nanorod arrays or similar structures, SHG [88], TPPL [89] and χ(3)
calculations [90] have been performed so far. However, comprehensive femtosecond
pump-probe investigations have been missing to date.
We would like to add them in order to understand the ultrafast dynamics of the
nanorod arrays. Since we observe besides “ordinary kinetics” also ultrafast signals,
the outline is as following: First the experimental conditions used will be described
and the obtained ordinary kinetics and ultrafast signals will be presented. Then
fast processes in metals will be discussed in general and the calculation of transient
spectra as well as transient dielectric functions will be laid out. Finally, using these
results, the ordinary and ultrafast signals in nanorod arrays will be explained.
8.1 Ordinary Kinetics
For measuring the ultrafast dynamics a pump-probe setup as described in section
2.3 was used. It works basically as follows (cf. figure 8.1): A probe pulse is focused
on a sample and monitors its transmittance. A high intensity pump pulse – being
focused on the same spot – is used to perturb the sample. This perturbation will
lead to a change in transmission and by delaying the probe with respect to the pump,
the kinetics of the disturbance can be obtained. With an appropriate model, one
can finally extract the ultrafast dynamics from the kinetics.
We conducted measurement on several free-standing gold nanorod array struc-
tures.1 The example structure we want to start with has its LSPR around 542 nm
(h ∼ 300 nm, 2R ∼ 32 nm, d ∼ 75 nm) and the matrix was removed to avoid dam-
ages/influences of the AAO. To obtain a maximum interaction, the pump was chosen
1 Silver structures were not considered, because pump-probe experiments can be very time-
consuming such that the oxidation of silver gets problematic.
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to be incident at βPump = (40 − 2)◦ with a center wavelength of 546 nm (spectral
width ∼ 25 nm, power ∼ 36µJ, spot size ∼ 20µm), as indicated in figure 8.2a. The
probe was incident at (40 + 2)◦, had a somewhat smaller spot size and the wave-
length was as indicated in the figure. Note, probing at the resonance is not possible,
because pump light that is scattered into the detector path can then no longer be
separated by the monochromator (cf. section 2.3). Therefore, a spectral distance of
≥ 15 nm between pump and probe is needed.
Δ
Figure 8.2: Pump-probe measurements on a gold nanorod array (λRes = 542 nm). (a) cw
spectrum with indicated pump (green) and probe wavelengths (other colors) and (b) the
corresponding kinetics (absorption change vs. delay time). Note, the slight chirp originates
from the preparation of the probe pulse by white-light generation.
In figure 8.2b the resulting kinetics are plotted. Besides the slight chirp, one can
notice the following: The pumping increases the absorption for probing wavelengths
of 500 nm, 600 nm, 650 nm and 700 nm by up to 15%. In contrast, for 530 nm and
570 nm the absorption is decreased (=̂ increased transmission) by up to to 40%! Fur-
thermore, the kinetics have different shapes depending on the probing wavelength,
but they all decay bi-exponentially – for more details see section 8.3. In further
experiments also different pump powers were used (not shown), which revealed that
the maximum signal increases linearly with the pump intensity. This is in agreement
with measurements on single particles, which showed a linear dependence, too [91].
With increasing pump intensity the decay time gets longer, which is in accordance
with [92, 93].
Since the kinetics seem to be hard to interpret at the first glance, we will take
a look at the temporal evolution of the spectrum (the transient spectra) to gain
more insight. A proper derivation of the transient spectra will be shown further
down in section 8.3.2, here only the maxima of the kinetics will be used to get a
first impression. In figure 8.3a such a spectrum is plotted, which shows that the
resonance gets weaker and broader due to the pumping. This is analogous to a
damped harmonic oscillator with the pump increasing the damping.
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8.2 Ultrafast Signals
Now it is interesting to take a closer look at the inflection points where the ordinary
and the transient spectra cross each other (see arrows in figure 8.3a). Here, the
question arises: How does the transition from increased absorption to increased
transmission happen?
Δ
Δ
Figure 8.3: (a) Spectrum calculated from the pump-induced maximal change (cf. figure
8.2). Note, the curve is only a guide to the eye. (b) Pump-probe results at the inflection
points. For 515 nm an ultrashort increase in absorption and for 580 nm in transmission
can be observed.
To answer that, the kinetics at the inflection points are plotted in figure 8.3b.
There, we see a relatively flat signal in the long run but – very unexpectedly – two
short peaks on an ultrashort timescale. The amplitude of the signals of 10% is quite
large and and the duration of ∼ 100 fs is at the temporal resolution limit of the setup.
On the blue side of the SPR (515 nm) we observe an increased absorption, whereas
on the other side (580 nm) an increased transmission can be found. As these effects
were reproduced with different samples and setups (various incident angles (30◦, 40◦,
60◦, −40◦), different regenerative amplifiers, NOPA or OPA as pump, white light or
OPA as probe), the ultrashort signal seem to have a physical background. Hence, in
the following we will take a look at the basic physical processes happening to gain
a deeper understanding.
8.3 Physical Understanding
To understand pump-probe kinetics, one has to ask the basic question: What do
we see? The answer is: Just a change in transmission. That means, in order to get
the whole picture of the ultrafast dynamics one has to identify the relevant physical
processes happening and model their influence on the transmittance.
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For the nanorod arrays the transmittance change is basically governed by an
alteration of the SPR absorption strength. The SPR in turn might change due to
(i) nonlinear interactions of the plasmons on the individual nanorods and/or (ii)
due to an altered dielectric function. As the plasmon lifetime is in the order of
just 1.5 − 20 fs [94] but the ultrafast signal is in some cases a bit longer than the
durations of our pulses, it is most likely that the change of the dielectric function is
the main reason for the ultrashort signals. This means, we assume that nonlinear
interactions between the plasmons on the individual nanorods, which may alter the
optical properties of the structure, are negligible here. With our knowledge of the
linear optical properties of the structures (which we gained in the preceding part
of this thesis) we can thus trace the transmission changes back to changes of the
dielectric function in order to understand the fundamental processes.
Hence in the following, first an overview about fast processes in metals will be
given and previous experiments will be discussed. Then transient spectra will be
derived from our experimental data in order to obtain insight into the changes of
the dielectric function. Finally, these changes will be correlated to the processes
happening inside metals.
8.3.1 Fast Processes in Metals
A considerable amount of research has already been conducted to understand ultra-
fast processes in metal nanostructures. Various systems have been investigated and
some of the resulting publications will be briefly discussed in the following:
In 1994 Sun together with Valle´e and others measured the ultrafast kinetics of
gold films using pump-probe techniques [95]. They modeled the dynamics with a
rate-equation model in order to understand kinetics. Then the Valle´e/Del Fatti
group continued these investigations with silver films [96], embedded silver [91, 97]
and gold [98, 99] particles and even went down to single silver [93] and gold [100]
particles. Besides the rate-equation model, they numerically simulated the time-
dependent electron distribution function to gain a deeper insight into the funda-
mental processes triggered by the pump.
In parallel Perner and von Plessen from the Feldmann group explored gold col-
loids [101] as well as gold/silver clusters and ellipsoidal particles [92] using pump-
probe experiments. Likewise, the Link/El-Sayed group investigated the transient
behavior of gold/silver nanorods [102, 103, 104] with pump-probe but also by fem-
tosecond photoluminescence measurements [105, 106]. Furthermore, Bigot et al.
[107] and others [108, 109, 110] contributed to understand the ultrafast dynamics in
single metallic nanoparticles/nanorods, too. Measurements on arrays of nanorods
were also reported. Biagioni et al. measured TPPL of the arrays on opaque sub-
strates and showed some first pump-probe kinetics in reflection [89].
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From the above-mentioned publications one can obtain the following understand-
ing of ultrafast processes in gold/silver nanostructures: The band structure in noble
metals can be illustrated as a parabolic conduction band and a flat d band with
interband and intraband transitions being allowed (see figure 8.4b or e.g. [99]). In
conventional cw measurements free electrons from the Fermi edge of the conduction
band are collectively excited leading to surface plasmon oscillations. In a pure Drude
metal, these oscillations are damped due to dephasing and electron-electron scat-
tering (Landau damping). In real metals an additional damping process is relevant:
When the energy of the photons is too high, direct interband transitions (IBs) from
the d band to the Fermi edge occur. For example gold has a strong IB starting at
2.3 eV, which leads to high absorption for wavelengths below 540 nm, i.e., the SPR
is highly damped in this regime.
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Figure 8.4: (a) Schematics of the ultrafast processes occurring in gold nanorods after
optical excitation. (b) Simplified band structure of gold with a parabolic conduction and
a flat d band. The left arrow shows intraband and the right one illustrates interband
transitions.
When now, e.g., an infrared (IR) pump pulse is used as a perturbation, then
intraband transitions within the conduction band occur leading to an athermal elec-
tron distribution near the Fermi edge. As sketched in figure 8.4a, due to electron-
electron scattering the distribution will thermalize, then the energy is given to
the lattice by electron-phonon interactions and later on to the surroundings by
phonon-phonon scattering processes. Typical scattering times are in the order of
τel−el ∼ 500 fs, τel−ph ∼ 1 − 5 ps and τph−ph ∼ 100 ps. They can be numerically
simulated by a quasiparticle approach within the Fermi liquid theory and/or by the
above mentioned rate-equation-based two-temperature model [96]. As hot electrons
and phonons influence the dielectric function, the trace of all processes can be found
in the transmission/reflection kinetics. For example, on the longer time scale the
lattice oscillations (=̂ phonons) of elongated particle lead to an oscillating value of
the dielectric function and, hence, to an oscillating transmission change observable
in pump-probe experiments [92].
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The dynamics on shorter time scales is governed by the electron distribution.
Around the Fermi edge the electron distribution is changed due to the intraband
transitions as sketched in figure 8.5. In real systems a fast el-el scattering for states
away from EF leads to a redistribution on a very short timescale (so the red line does
not stay for a long time). However, close to the Fermi edge the scattering is weaker
and, hence, the athermal distribution stays for some time. The change of the electron
Fermi distribution ∆fe can be used to calculate a transient dielectric function using
the L-point band-structure models developed by Rosei et al. [111, 112] and looks as
sketched in figure 8.5c [98].
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Figure 8.5: Influence of the pump on (a) the electron occupation number fe, (b) its
change ∆fe and (c) the dielectric-function change for an exemplary gold particle (sketches
adapted from [99] figures 2 and 4). In (a) and (b) three delay times t are considered:
before, at and after pumping. Subfigure (c) shows the change at a delay time of 500 fs.
Its characteristics may be explained by the following handwaving argumentation:
In general ′′m is connected to the absorption inside the metal. This can be seen, for
example, by considering the absorption cross section of a single particle
σabs = 4pi k Im(α) ∼ Im m − d
3d + 3L(m − d) =
1
L2
′′md[
′m − d
(
1− 1
L
)]2
+ ′′ 2m
(8.1)
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with L being the geometrical factor. Away from the particle resonance (we are just
looking at the general absorption), the resonance term
[
′m − d
(
1− 1
L
)]2
gets much
larger than ′′ 2m and we can further simplify the formula to
σabs ∼ 
′′
md[
′m − d
(
1− 1
L
)]2 ∼ ′′m . (8.2)
This relation shows that a positive (negative) ∆′′m means higher (lower) absorption
inside the metal. So, when the electron distribution changes as in the orange curve
in figures 8.5, then more free (occupied) states are available below (above) EF . As a
consequence, interband transitions become easier (harder) for probe energies EPr <
EF (EPr > EF ), which leads to a higher (lower) absorption. This is then reflected
by the characteristics of the dielectric function. Note that the zero-crossing of ∆′′m
is not at the interband threshold but at a bit larger energies, as the d band has a
certain “thickness” leading to an average transition at higher energies. Furthermore,
′m follows from the Kramer-Kronig relation. Hence, it can be understood (and
simulated) how the dielectric function is altered due to the pump.
Before we go further and discuss how the change of the dielectric function influ-
ences the transition spectra, different pumping schemes should be discussed. Perner
et al., for example, pumped with UV instead of IR light [101]. As the photon ener-
gies in that case are much larger than the interband transition threshold, holes will
be created directly in the d band. However, as the lifetime of these holes is short
(in accordance with [105] below 50 fs), an athermal electron distribution emerges
rather quickly. They also pumped directly at the SPR leading to a large number of
plasmons. As these plasmons also decay due to Landau damping a large amount of
el-el scattering occurs at the Fermi edge resulting in an athermal electron distribu-
tion again. Hence, all excitation schemes lead to an athermal electron distribution
within a very short time (orange curve in figures 8.5).
Let us now come back to the transient dielectric function. Two cases arise for its
influence on the transient spectra: (i) the overlapping and (ii) the separated case.
In the first case the IB and SPR overlap, which leads to a bleaching and shift of
the resonance as depicted in figure 8.6a-c. In the second case, the IB is located
at clearly higher energies than the SPR (see figure 8.6d-f), at which the change
of the dielectric function is rather flat. However, because of the sensitivity of the
resonance condition (see visualization in figure 4.4), the SPR will shift. This results
in increased transmission on one flank of the resonance and to increased absorption
on the other flank, which can be seen in the figure. At the IB itself the absorption
increases with ∆′′m as explained above.
In conclusion, the ultrafast dynamics in gold/silver nanostructures is quite well
understood. The perturbation due to pumping leads to an athermal electron dis-
tribution close to the Fermi edge and further on to disturbed interband transi-
tions. This culminates in an altered dielectric function which changes the optical
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response of the structure as observed by the probe pulse. Furthermore, on the longer
timescales the electron and phonon temperatures increase and thereby also influence
the dielectric function. To apply this to our experiments, we need to calculate proper
transient spectra, which we do in the next section.
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Figure 8.6: Illustration of the overlapping and the separated cases (sketches adapted
from [99] figures 3 and 4). Left column: (a) cw extinction spectrum of gold nanoparticles,
(b) their dielectric-function change 500 fs after the pump and (c) the resulting transmission
change. As indicated, the SPR and the IB overlap significantly. Right column: the same
for silver particles for which the SPR and the IB are well separated.
8.3.2 Transient Spectra
To grasp the underlying physics of the pump-probe experiment, it is more intuitive
to look at transient spectra rather than at the pure kinetics. From the spectrum
compiled from the maximum change (figure 8.3) we already guessed that the reso-
nance weakens and broadens. In order to investigate that in more detail, we will now
show how to obtain a proper derivation of the transient spectra from the kinetics.
For doing that, first some (ordinary least-square) fitting is needed.
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Zero-Delay Fit
For a transient spectrum it is crucial to have the kinetics synchronized, i.e., to have
a well defined overlap position of pump and probe (zero delay). However, problems
arise as the white-light pulse used for probing was chirped (blue parts arrive earlier
than red ones). To compensate this chirp, we determined the temporal position of
the onsets of the kinetics by hand for the different wavelengths. However, since the
kinetics look differently from wavelength to wavelength, this manual determination
is error-prone. Hence, we did not use these values directly. Instead, by assuming
the chirp to be continuous, we looked for the best fitting function of the onsets and
found it of the form:
t0(λ) = l
1
λ2
+m
1
λ
+ n (8.3)
with l, m, n being fitting parameters and λ the specific probe wavelength. So, by
fitting this function to the manually determined onsets, we finally compensated the
chirp. Note, as we probed only at discrete delay times, intermediate times of the
kinetics are interpolated from here on.
cw-Spectrum Fit
In a next step the cw spectrum had to be fitted in order to parameterize it with
the gold dielectric function. A very accurate fit is required, because the position of
the peak maximum will be crucial for the ongoing analysis but could not be probed
(see section 8.1). But due to the interband transitions of gold, which is reflected
in the gold dielectric function and real-world spectra, the peak shape of the SPR
is unfortunately neither Gaussian nor Lorentzian. Hence, the spectrum cannot be
fitted accurately by these common peak fitting functions and a more appropriate
one has to be found.
A very promising and more physical fitting function is the resonance curve ob-
tained from the quasi-static approximation of an array of spheroids – as discussed
with the DIM model in section 4.1.2. Inspired by equations 4.1 and 4.3 it can be
written as:
ffit = y0 + 4pik
√
Im(αx)2 + Im(αz)2 (8.4)
with
αx/z = Ax/z
m − d
3d + 3Lx/z(m − d) , (8.5)
and the fitting parameter y0 being an offset, Ax/Az real amplitudes of the two
contributions, and Lx/Lz geometrical factors for the x and z direction. Because of
the coupling between the nanorods Lz has to be assumed to be a complex number
(cf. section 4.1.2).
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Figure 8.7: (a) Fit of the measured cw spectrum using fitting functions as indicated and
dielectric-function values from Johnson and Christy [45]. (b) Deviations of the different
fits.
An example fit for the structure of section 8.1 is depicted in figure 8.7. It can be
clearly seen that neither Gaussian nor Lorentzian fits reflect the asymmetry of the
resonance properly. However, the DIM fit reproduces the curve well in the region
400 − 750 nm with fitting parameters y0 = 0.423, Ax = 9.065 nm, Az = 3.124 nm,
Lx = 0.421, Lz = 0.175− i0.043 which are reasonable: 2 · Lx + Lz ≈ 1 (cf. equation
3.15), Ax/z are some nm in size.
2 Hence, this DIM-based fitting function will be
used from here on.
Dielectric-Function Fit
After we fitted the cw spectrum, the question arises: How can a transient spectrum
be fitted? We already parameterized the cw spectrum by the gold dielectric func-
tion. Now, as we assume that the pump mainly perturbs the dielectric function, a
transient dielectric function is needed. That is, the dielectric function needs to be
parameterized itself.
This is usually solved by modeling the conduction electrons of the metal as a
free-electron gas leading in the simplest case to the Drude model. However, for
gold – due to the interband transitions – the Drude model does not deliver very
satisfying results in the visible regime. Extension by one or several Lorentz terms
are common in order to increase the accuracy – e.g. in section 4.3.1 we added one
Lorentz pole to cover the regime between 500− 1000 nm; for FDTD calculations up
2 In section 4.1.2 cross sections were used, hence, there Ax/z has units of nm
3 instead.
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to four Lorentz poles are used to also simulate the regime below 500 nm accurately
[113]. However, despite these successful applications, a physical justification of the
up to four Lorentz poles is missing. Therefore, Etchegoin et al. introduced the
Drude critical-point (DCP) model, which parameterizes the dielectric function of
gold [114, 115]. It adds to the normal Drude term two critical-point terms in order
to describe interband transitions:
DCP = ∞ − ω
2
D
ω2 + iΓDω
+G1(ω) +G2(ω) (8.6)
with the high-frequency limit dielectric function ∞, the plasma frequency ωD, the
damping term ΓD, as well as the critical points / interband contributions:
Gi(ω) = Ci
[
eiφi
ωi − ω − iΓi +
e−iφi
ωi + ω + iΓi
]
. (8.7)
Here, Ci is the amplitude, φi the phase, ωi the gap energy and Γi the broadening of
the ith transition.
ε
Figure 8.8: Fit of the JnC dielectric function with a one-pole Drude-Lorentz and with
the DCP model. Inset: Zoom-in to the region where the DCP model deviates most.
Using the DCP might help to gain a better understanding of how the interband
transition are varied due to pumping. Furthermore, Vial et al. recently showed that
the DCP is superior to the four-Lorentz-pole model in accuracy, number of free pa-
rameters and memory footprint [116]. Therefore, we used the DCP to parameterize
the dielectric function of gold (Johnson and Christy (JnC) values [45]). The function
was fitted only at the points actually measured by JnC, the phases were fixed to
φi = −pi/4 like Etchegoin did and the following values were obtained (all ω and Γ
in 1015 Hz):
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∞ ωD ΓD C1 ω1 Γ1 C2 ω2 Γ2
1.204 13.12 0.109 0.596 4.007 0.663 2.053 5.236 2.332
The resulting curve is plotted together with a one-pole Drude-Lorentz fit in figure
8.8. In the plot one can see that the DCP fit matches the JnC values quite accurately
in the regime from 300− 800 nm. Only around 500 nm a small deviation occurs due
to the sharp edge in the measured curve. On the other side, although the Drude-
Lorentz fit shows a good agreement in the 500− 800 nm regime, it deviates largely
below 500 nm and, hence, is not suitable for our considerations.
Figure 8.9: Fit of the cw spectrum using the DCP model and showing the contribution
of the different components. (a) Structure of section 8.1 (fit range 400 − 750 nm). (b)
Structure discussed on page 98 having a resonance well separated from the IB (fit range
420− 800 nm).
If we now fix the parameters of the DCP model, it can be used for fitting the cw
spectrum. The resulting parameters are y0 = 0.423, Ax = 53.42 nm, Az = 3.869 nm,
Lx = 1.003 and Lz = 0.189 − i0.054. In figure 8.9a the fit is plotted and one can
see how nicely it matches the experimental spectrum. However, note that due to
the slight deviation of the DCP dielectric function from the tabulated values around
500 nm, Ax/Lx have to compensate for that and deviate noticeable from the JnC
fitted values (the equation 2·Lx+Lz = 1 is not fulfilled here anymore). Nevertheless,
this is no major shortcoming and as the quality of the fit is very satisfying between
400− 750 nm, we will use it to obtain transient spectra in the following. Side note:
figure 8.9b will be discussed further down.
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Transient-Spectra Fit
Finally, we can investigate how the pump pulse influences the spectrum and the
dielectric function. The main problem we face is that only a few data points per
time step were available. Hence, we fixed the geometrical fitting parameters and
only used four of the ten free parameters of the DCP model as fitting parameters
(the others were set to the cw values). In order to pick the right combination of
fitting parameters, various combinations were checked and the ones showing unphys-
ical behavior (e.g. a resulting negative ′′ or ΓD) were excluded. At the end, only
one combination remained: ωD, ΓD, ω1 and Γ1. As the Drude parameter ωD, ΓD
describes the intraband and ω1/Γ1 the lowest interband transition, this combination
fits quite well to the ultrafast processes we discussed above. Hence, it will be used
for subsequent discussions.
Figure 8.10: The transient spectrum of the “overlapping sample” at a delay of 300 fs. (a)
The transient spectrum itself and (b) the associated kinetics (scaled to match the temporal
evolution of the different probe points).
A typical transient spectrum is shown as an example in figures 8.10. With that
spectrum, which is recorded at a delay of 300 fs, the weakening and broadening of the
resonance can already be confirmed and a connection can be drawn to the adjacent
kinetics. Apart from the transient spectra also the transient dielectric function or
∆T/T can be plotted using the results from the same fit. This and the transient
spectra will be examined in more detail in the next section.
Before doing that, we will briefly discuss the procedure for a second structure,
where the SPR is ∼ 700 nm, to shed some light on the case that the IB and SPR
are separated. The relevant parameters were: Pump power ∼ 7µJ at λ = 695 nm,
β = 40◦ and probe wavelengths as indicated in figure 8.11.
The fitting was conducted in analogy to the first case but it worked out to be a bit
more tricky. The reason is the following: For the pump-probe measurements we only
used structures for which the AAO had been removed, to avoid effects stemming from
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Figure 8.11: The transient spectrum of the “separated sample” at a delay of 300 fs. (a)
The transient spectrum itself and (b) the associated kinetics (scaled to match the temporal
evolution of the different probe points).
the surroundings. For the SPR to occur at around 700 nm in a structure embedded in
n = 1.0, the nanorods need to be very thin and thus can bend very easily. Therefore,
the quality of the structure was poor (missing / touching nanorods), but as we were
only interested in the spectral properties here, this was no problem in principle.
For the fitting it resulted in inhomogeneous broadening of the resonance and an
interband shoulder between 400− 500 nm (due to higher diffuse absorption).
Hence, we added to equation 8.4 the film term t · ′′m (fitting parameter: t) for
describing the interband shoulder and assumed Lx to be complex, too. The outcome
of the cw spectrum fitting is shown in figure 8.9b with the parameters being: y0 =
0.373, Ax = 0.402 nm, Az = 0.529 nm, Lx = 0.122 − i0.065, Lz = 0.0578 − i0.0305
and t = 0.0352. The fitting of the transient spectra was conducted analogously to
the overlapping case and for a delay of 300 fs the results are depicted in figure 8.11.
8.3.3 Explanations
Now, in order to understand the ultrafast dynamics, the influence of the pump on
the spectra, the transmission change and the dielectric function are plotted in figures
8.12 and 8.13 for the two cases (SPR and IB overlap or are separated) and three
prominent times.
In figure 8.12a one can see a selection of transient spectra of the overlapping case.
At 100 fs the spectrum first blueshifts by 5 nm, then in the next 200 fs it bounces
back and becomes broader and weaker and afterwards the spectrum slowly recovers
(4000 fs) and reaches the initial state again. The broadening and weakening confirms
our guess from the spectrum of the maximal change (cf. figure 8.3a), however, the
blueshift is new. If one includes it into the considerations, the blueshift can actually
help to explain the ultrafast signal observed in section 8.2: When the spectrum
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blueshifts, the transmission is decreased on the left flank of the SPR and increased
on the right one. This normally plays a minor role as the broadening and weakening
of the resonance is much stronger. However, at the inflection points (515 and 580 nm)
where the broadening and weakening has nearly no influence on the amplitude, the
blueshift dominates. Hence, for a short time (100 − 200 fs) the resonance peak is
displaced, which is reflected by the measured ultrafast signals.
Δ
Figure 8.12: Fitted transient spectra and relative transient transmission for (a) the
overlapping and (b) the separated case. In each case three delays are depicted and the cw
resonance is marked by a gray line. The gray crosses exemplarily show measured values
for 300 fs delay.
Let us now consider the broadening and weakening of the resonance. When the
sample is pumped, a large number of intraband/interband transitions inside the
metal are initiated followed by a high electron densities at the Fermi edge as ex-
plained in section 8.3.1. Consequently, the el-el scattering and the Landau damping
are increased, which results in a shorter surface plasmon lifetime, i.e., in a weaker
and broader resonance. An evidence for the electron distribution change is given
by the transient dielectric function and its change in figure 8.13a: The change of
the imaginary part is negative for short wavelengths, crosses zero around 500 nm
(∼ 2.48 eV – probably the average IB energy here) and then gets positive for longer
wavelengths. This is in accordance to calculation from the literature (see figure
8.5c) from which we know that this dielectric-function change is connected to a
higher electron density at the Fermi edge (see also section 8.3.1). Note, as only
measurements up to 700 nm were conducted, the behavior for longer wavelengths is
not entirely correct, but around the resonance it should be reasonable.
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For the separated case the situation is more satisfying as data points up to 780 nm
were collected. Therefore, and maybe because of the lower pump photon energy the
dielectric-function change (figure 8.13b) matches the one from the literature better.
It is also worth to take a look at the real part of the dielectric-function change,
which also follows the predicted trace: It is positive in the entire regime of the
LSPR. That leads – taking the resonance condition and the general shape of the
dielectric function into account – to a redshift of the resonance. Hence, we observed
the (small) redshift and a corresponding oscillation of ∆T/T as depicted in figure
8.12b. Together with the increased absorption at interband transition energies (500-
520 nm) this reproduces the results from the literature very well (c.f. figure 8.6).
Δε
Δε
ε
Δε
Figure 8.13: Fitted transient dielectric functions and function changes for (a) the over-
lapping and (b) the separated case. Three delay times are depicted and the cw resonances
are marked by gray lines.
As a first conclusion, apart from the fact that we used different pump wavelengths
and intensities, the results in principle match the behavior discussed in section 8.3.1
quite well and are comparable to measurements on gold/silver particles and films:
The separated case fits well to measurements on silver particles, while the overlap-
ping one resembles results on gold nanoparticles.
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But what is the reason for the short blueshift? When we take a look at the
literature, we find that Sun et al. already observed similar short signals in thin gold
films and assigned it to “noninstantaneous internal thermalization of the electron
gas”. However, all their fast signals had the same sign, i.e., for transmission mea-
surements the signals were always negative (so increased absorption) independently
of on which side of the resonance the signals were observed. When one carefully
looks at figure 8.11b, one finds that we actually measured the same effect for the
separated case with the short processes always producing a negative ∆T/T . But
this does not lead to a blueshift. Only for the overlapping case, the fast signals are
pointing in opposite directions depending on the side of the resonance (cf. figure 8.3)
and a blueshift is obtained.
What leads to this striking discrepancy? The experimental differences are that
for the overlapping case the (i) SPR lies directly on the IB threshold (∼ 540 nm)
and (ii) the pumping is also conducted directly on the IB threshold. The SPR lying
on the IB could mean that the two sides of the resonance sense different dielectric-
function changes (though the ∆′′m cross over is here at 500 nm). On the other hand,
the pumping at the IB threshold might lead to direct interband transitions causing a
high occupation of free states directly above the Fermi edge in the conduction band.
These states decay relatively fast (≤ 50 fs [105]) and, hence, are only occupied more
or less during the pump pulse (pulse duration ∼ 100 fs). For the probe this means
that the gap between d band and the (transient) Fermi edge increases, i.e., the
interband transition and the corresponding absorption blueshifts.
Unfortunately, it is not possible with currently available data to decide which of
the two options causes the blueshift. In order to do that, the setup has to be extended
to also pump/probe between 400 and 500 nm properly and more measurements have
to be conducted to gain more insight on that. Meanwhile the question of the physics
behind the blueshift remains unsolved.
8.4 Concluding Remarks
In conclusion, first pump-probe measurements on gold nanorod arrays in transition
mode were conducted. The different structures investigated were always pumped at
their SPR and probed at various wavelengths. Two samples were then chosen to
represent two physically distinct cases. In the first case the SPR spectrally overlaps
the interband transition, while in the second case they are separated.
As a general result, we found a very strong interaction between the pump pulse
and the structures leading to signal changes of up to 40% in transmission and 15%
in absorption. The kinetics of these signals decayed polyexponentially and varied
strongly depending on the probe wavelength and pump power. At the inflection
points of the resonance, even kinetics with a flat shape were found showing an
ultrashort signal (∼ 100 fs) at the beginning.
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To gain an understanding of the underlying physics of these kinetics, a DIM-based
fitting function and the Drude critical-point model were used. They were fitted to
the kinetics and the cw dielectric function, respectively, in order to extract transient
spectra as well as transient dielectric functions. Based on that, an overall broadening
and weakening of the resonance but also a short blueshift of the resonance were
observed for the overlapping case. In conjunction with the literature it was found
that the broadening and weakening can be associated with an increased Landau
damping of the SPR. The Landau damping is increased as the pump perturbs the
electron distribution in the metal, leading to hot electrons and later on hot phonons.
For the separated case, the Landau damping plays a weaker role. Here the change of
the real part of the dielectric function causes the SPR to redshift and the change of
the imaginary part makes the absorption increase around the interband transition
energy.
All these findings agree very well with observations in similar systems in the
literature. However, the mentioned blueshift was not reported before. Its physical
origin might be connected to the pumping at interband transition energies or to the
spectral overlap between SPR and interband transition threshold. Unfortunately,
it is not possible to rule out either explanation and/or to understand the physical
background with the available experimental data. However, utilizing nanorod ar-
rays for optical switches on the fs scale is already a conceivable future application.
Furthermore, experiments in which the pumping is at a wavelength away from the
SPR might help to understand the electron distribution at the Fermi edge and its
influence on the transient spectrum in more detail. Having more data points would
also help to better define the parameters of the Drude critical-point model.
Finally, let us come back to the original question: How can we reduce the signal
from the structure when investigating an active system. Obviously, it is a bad idea to
probe above the interband transition threshold or at the surface plasmon resonance.
Since for a SPASER the active material should pump the surface plasmon oscillation,
the energy gap of the active material has to be larger than the energy of the LSPR.
This means, we need a system where the SPR and the IB are well separated in order
to probe states of the active material lying energetically in-between them and avoid
too much background from the metal. Hence, structures made of silver or gold with
a SPR > 700 nm are recommended.

9 General Conclusions and Outlook
Since we are approaching the end of this thesis, it is quite natural that some
remaining questions arise. What has been achieved during the past four years? Is
that interesting for a broader (scientific) community? Will it become relevant to
ordinary people? How will the covered topics evolve in general?
Not all of these question can be answered, though, as the prediction of the future
is a difficult task and research has its own rules. However, we can step back a bit
and classify the results of the preceding chapters. This might help us in finding the
relevant parts of this thesis and to speculate on the future developments in this field.
9.1 Summary
Some more specific conclusions have already been drawn in section 7 with regards
to the linear optical properties and in section 8.4 for the nonlinear properties. In
the following a broader view will be given.
In this thesis the linear and nonlinear optical properties of metallic nanorod ar-
rays have been investigated. First, we developed graded structures – metal nanorod
arrays having a geometrical gradient. These structures turned out to be a versatile
tool for tuning the LSPR and a goniometer setup was built for investigating them
in more detail. Numerical MMP simulations were conducted in order to reproduce
the experimental far-field spectra and to get some insight into the near-field distri-
bution. These calculations gave a first picture of what happens inside the structure
due to illumination.
We also investigated for the first time metal nanorod arrays consisting of silver.
Because of reduced plasmon damping in silver and longer nanorods, higher-order
modes were experimentally discovered and a semi-analytic CSP model was devel-
oped. Besides explaining the resonances, the CSPs predicted a phase jump and
polarization conversion, which were confirmed by the experiment, too.
As the understanding of the normal linear properties of the arrays was still not
satisfying, we derived an analytic dipolar interaction model. This model answered
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many of the questions the structure had raised. Using it, we were able to explain the
blueshift of the resonance in comparison to a single rod and how the LSPR depends
on several physically relevant parameters such as the nanorod length, diameter,
distance, material and surroundings. Although the DIM simplifies the complex
reality a lot, the significant dependences for tuning the arrays are clear now. For
describing complex systems more accurately, several extensions of the DIM were
furthermore proposed.
In accordance to nanowire arrays, we also discovered negative refraction inside
nanorod arrays. Surprisingly, we found that the refraction switches from negative
to extraordinary positive at a certain wavelength. The DIM was applied in order
to understand this behavior and a general design principle was found: Negative re-
fraction in particle arrays occurs only if the resonance of the array is significantly
shifted with respect to the single-particle resonance.
Furthermore, we investigated how metallic nanorod arrays having realistic parame-
ters could be used as a lens on the nanoscale. Such a nanolens appears very promis-
ing, as it shows a NA of 1.06 and superlens-like features such as identical rotation
direction and a linear translation of image and object. If that works in the experi-
ment, too, the arrays would allow for a very tightly integrated imaging optics.
In the last part of this thesis, we conducted pump-probe measurements in order to
gain some insight into nonlinear optical properties of the samples. Kinetics showing
a strong signal of up to 40% were acquired and could be understood by means
of transient spectra. For resonances around IB frequencies primarily a damping
was observed, while for lower SPR frequencies the resonance redshifted due to the
pumping. As a novel feature an ultrashort blueshift of the resonance was found,
which is probably due to noninstantaneous internal thermalization of the electron
gas. With these results, the foundation for pump-probe measurements on active
plasmonic systems were laid out.
9.2 Outlook
Finally, we can speculate in which directions this research topic might evolve. There
is a manifold of aspects, of course, that one could discuss. In the following the
focus will be on: Applications based on the presented findings, further progress in
structuring the arrays, utilization of other nonlinear properties of the structures and
the metamaterial properties of the samples.
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Applications
The arrays have already shown their potential for applications such as SERS [3],
switchable transmission [117], refractive-index sensing [2] or polarization conversion
[29]. So, further investigations into these directions look promising especially in the
context of graded structures [12]. As the LSPR is very sensitive to the interrod
distance and the structures are themselves quite robust, also bending or strain sen-
sors might be of interest. The nonlinear optical properties also allow for switching
light down to the 100-fs regime and, therefore, might be useful for fast optical data
processing.
Advanced Structuring
Future developments of the arrays might go in the direction of a more sophisticated
structuring. Evans et al. already built vertically segmented structures [11]. However,
in the horizontal direction there are even more possibilities. So far in plasmonics,
only single nanoparticles or arrangements of a few nanoparticles have been investi-
gated on the one hand and nearly infinite arrays on the other hand. But the large
range in-between these two limiting regimes is still to be explored. Hence, structur-
ing on the intermediate length scale might be of interest, as it most probably leads
to novel plasmonic effects. For example, various combinations of photonic crystals,
waveguides and gratings with plasmonic properties leads to Fano resonances [118].
Nonlinear Properties
Besides the nonlinear optical properties considered in the present work, others might
be of interest, too. It seems promising to investigate the following processes in
the structures: Surface-enhanced four-wave mixing as shown by Renger et al. on
gratings [119], SHG similar to [88], THG [86] and two-photon photoluminescence
as investigated by Biagioni et al. [89]. An especially interesting aspect would be
the combination of these investigations with the advanced structuring in order to
optimize the processes.
Metamaterials
Finally, let us take a look at the metamaterial properties of the structures. As the
application of negative refraction in a nanorod array lens would allow for tightly
integrated optics, this direction might be worth to follow. In that case the losses are
a minor problem due to the small thickness of the structure.
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However, for other applications with thicker structures (longer nanorods/wires)
one needs to overcome the losses by pumping with an active material. Wurtz et
al. already pioneered this field and showed that the necessary strong coupling be-
tween molecules and the structures can in principle be achieved – however, they only
discussed absorption properties [85]. In this thesis, we determined the structure pa-
rameters needed to observe stimulated emission of radiation from the active material
into the plasmonic modes of the structures via pump-probe measurements. Hence,
the foundations were laid out for investigating hybrid systems of metal nanorod ar-
rays and active materials. A possible first step would be to monitor the excited-state
lifetime of the active material as a function of the pump power. When stimulated
emission of quanta from the active material into the plasmon mode begins, i.e. spas-
ing, the lifetime should become noticeably shorter. As a second step, using graded
or advanced structures and the pump-probe setup, the system could then be tuned
in order to increase the gain.
If one succeeds in building such an optimized device, it might finally be possible
to overcome the losses. Hence, it would become feasible to fabricate thicker meta-
materials that are still transparent, and negative refraction could be better exploited
for nanolenses/superlenses. The fundamental tools for mastering these challenges
have been provided in this thesis.
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OPA optical parametric amplifier
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